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ABSTRACT
Current Artificial Intelligence (AI) software development systems and tools fall short of providing what
developers, integrators and end-users need in order to build highest industry quality and best trained AI
systems that can penetrate the mass markets in shortest time and largest scale.

Our team of top software industry talents proposes the AI PowerBrain.Shop®, a One-Stop-Shop including a
set of industry-quality standard-off-the-shelf AI PowerBrains™ and AI software development tools helping
to dramatically accelerate the design, implementation, training, quality assurance and deployment of
Artificial Intelligence - easily and everywhere across all industry sectors and use case scenarios!
Based on its deep integration with various AI Deep Technologies and the Blockchain the AI
PowerBrain.Shop® is a holistic development and operating system for large-scale and high-quality AI
solutions of our B2B customers.
This whitepaper outlines the context, vision and software architecture underlying the AI PowerBrain.Shop®
and its AI PowerBrains™ which we are building to serve a broad and diverse group of AI businesses.

Keywords — AI, Artificial Intelligence, software development, modular, modules, AI PowerBrain.Shop® and
its AI PowerBrains™, deep tech, blockchain, smart contract, automation, disruptive, revolution, time to
market.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ENGLISH

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is no longer the purview of novelists, mad scientists, universities or businesses with near limitless resources, but a
practical phenomenon that is delivering proven, tangible benefits and commercial value, today.

The inter-connectivity megatrend between smart enabled devices and connected “things” has brought with it an unimaginable quantity of data.
Data which is too voluminous for human analysis, but which contains rich and often life changing information - giving rise to the 21st century
challenge of looking for variances, insights, trends and anomalies in lakes of data.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s AI technology helps organisations be more creative, drive new innovations and focus on adding stakeholder and societal
value. We accelerate AI implementation and deployment – easily and everywhere – with our One-Stop-Shop for AI – The PowerBrain.Shop®. It
is the world’s first ‘farm and schooling system’ for AI PowerBrains™.

Through intense customer engagement and technology peer reviews, our team of world-class AI development professionals, with over 150
years of combined experience, has developed a suite of B2B AI tools and AI PowerBrains™ for different AI application scenarios.
Leveraging AI software designs based on industry best practice, Blockchain technology, Machine Learning and prior AI knowledge, our AI
PowerBrains™ architecture is unparalleled in its security, scalability, portability and flexibility. AI PowerBrains™ are designed to work on all
platforms and integrate with the latest AI deep technology such as Quantum and Cloud Computing which maximizes performance and
capabilities while minimizing implementation time and overall time-to-market.
In addition to dramatically reducing AI development cost, time and the need for AI expertise, we:

► take care of all technically complex AI implementation details and allow customers to focus on their core business
► dramatically reduce time to market for new AI applications and market entrants
► significantly improve the quality of the AI by intelligent re-combination of best-of-breed AI PowerBrains™
► provide freedom of deployment choice by operating as a (optional) proxy avoiding cloud service vendor lock-in of AI operators
► enable anonymous and secure use of cloud services running AI PowerBrains™
► simplify the deployment of AI PowerBrains™ in embedded field devices, servers, cloud stacks and cloud service providers
► enable the intelligent monitoring and orchestration of digital twins
By developing off-the-shelf, highly-configurable and trainable AI PowerBrains™ and AI tools our ambition is to make AI available to the broad
spectrum of organisations wishing to explore the benefits of AI, machine learning and automation. This way our business creates Token Holder
Value and long-term recurring revenue streams in this multi-billion-Dollar AI market place.
We are now ready to raise seed funding through our ICO Token Sale to complete the development of our AI technology and platform and
mature our Token-based commercial offerings and drive them into the global market places.
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CHINESE
人工智能（AI）不再是具有无限资源的小说家，疯狂科学家，大学或企业的范围，而是现在提供经证实的，
切实的利益和商业价值的实际现象。

智能设备和连接的“事物”之间的互连大趋势带来了难以想象的数据量。数据对于人类分析而言过于庞大，
但其中包含丰富且经常改变生活的信息 - 这引发了21世纪在数据湖中寻找差异，见解，趋势和异常的挑战。
PowerBrain.Shop® 的人工智能技术可帮助企业更具创造力，推动创新，并专注于增加利益相关者和社会
价值。我们通过我们的一站式人工智能 - PowerBrain.Shop®，可以轻松实现人工智能的实施和部署。它
是AI PowerBrains™ 的全球首个“农场和学校系统”。
通过密切的客户参与和技术同行评审，我们的世界级AI开发专业团队拥有超过150年的综合经验，为不同
的AI应用场景开发了一套B2B AI工具和AI PowerBrains™。
利用基于行业最佳实践，区块链技术，机器学习和先前AI知识的AI软件设计，我们的AI PowerBrains™架
构在安全性，可扩展性，可移植性和灵活性方面无与伦比。 AI PowerBrains™可在所有平台上运行，并与
最新的AI深度技术（如Quantum和云计算）集成，可最大限度地提高性能和功能，同时最大限度地缩短
实施时间并缩短产品上市时间。
除了大幅降低AI开发成本，时间和对AI专业知识的需求外，我们还：

处理所有技术复杂的AI实施细节，并让客户专注于他们的核心业务
大大缩短新AI应用程序和市场进入者的上市时间
► 通过智能重组最佳AI PowerBrains™，显着提高AI的质量
► 作为（可选）代理运行，避免云服务供应商锁定AI运营商，从而提供部署选择的自由
►支持匿名和安全地使用运行AI PowerBrains™的云服务
► 简化嵌入式现场设备，服务器，云堆栈和云服务提供商中AI PowerBrains™ 的部署
► 启用数字双胞胎的智能监控和编排
►
►

通过开发现成的，高度可配置和可训练的AI PowerBrains™和AI工具，我们的目标是将AI提供给希望探索
AI，机器学习和自动化优势的广泛组织。通过这种方式，我们的业务在这个价值数十亿美元的人工智能市
场中创造了令牌持有者价值和长期经常性收入流。
我们现在准备通过我们的ICO Token Sale筹集种子资金，以完成我们的AI技术和平台的开发，并使我们基
于令牌的商业产品成熟并将其推向全球市场。
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DEUTSCH

Künstliche Intelligenz (KI / AI) ist längst nicht mehr Science Fiction Autoren vorbehalten, abwegigen Wissenschaftlern, Universitäten oder Konzernen mit
nahezu unbegrenzten Budgets. Vielmehr vermag KI bereits heute konkrete praxiserprobte Mehrwerte zu liefern und damit kommerziellen Wert zu schaffen.

Zeitgleich
erzeugt
der
Megatrend
‘Connectivity
von
smarten
Geräten
und
Dingen’
eine
kaum
vorstellbare
Datenflut.
Datenmengen welche für menschliche Analysen viel zu groß sind, gleichzeitig aber sehr wertvolle und unser aller Leben verändernde Informationen enthalten
können enthalten damit ebenso die Herausforderung des 21. Jahrhunderts: des automatisierten und intelligenten Auffindens von Erkenntnissen und Wissen,
Mustern, Anomalien und Zukunftstrends.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s revolutionäre KI Technologie unterstützt Organisationen dabei kreativer zu sein, Innovationen voran zu treiben und unternehmerische wie
gesellschaftliche Werte zu schaffen. Wir beschleunigen das Entwickeln und Inverkehrbringen von KI – einfach und überall – mit unserem One-Stop-Shop für KI
– Dem PowerBrain.Shop®. Es ist das weltweit erste systematische Reproduktions- und Bildungssystem für Künstliche Intelligenz in AI PowerBrains™.
Durch intensive Austausch mit unseren Kunden und stetiges Hinterfragen und Weiterentwicklung unserer Technologie gelang es unserem Team aus
weltklassigen KI Entwicklungsexperten mit insgesamt über 150 Jahren kombinierter KI Implementierungserfahrung eine Suite aus B2B KI Werkzeugen und
modularen AI PowerBrains™ für diverse KI Anwendungsszenarien zu erfinden.
Durch die Anwendung modernster KI Software Designs basierend auf vorbildliche Verfahren aus der Industrie, der revolutionären Blockchain Technologie, des
maschinellen Lernens (ML) und unseren Kenntnissen aus vorherigen KI Implementierungsprojekten sind die KI Entwicklerwerkzeuge
des PowerBrain.Shop®, Prozesse sowie die Architektur unserer AI PowerBrains™ unübertroffen in ihrer Cyber Sicherheit, Skalierbarkeit, Portabilität und
Flexibilität. AI PowerBrains™ wurden für alle Hardware-Plattformen designt und integrieren die neusten ‚AI Deep Technologies’ wie Quanten und Cloud
Computing, was ihre Leistung und Fähigkeiten maximiert und die Implementierungszeit und ‘Time to Market’ drastisch zu senken vermag.
Zusätzlich zur deutlichen Senkung der Kosten, der Zeit und der benötigten Anzahl KI–Experten für die Entwicklung …
► kümmern wir uns um alle technologisch komplexen KI Implementierungsdetails und erlauben unseren Kunden das Fokussieren auf ihr Kerngeschäft
► reduzieren wir die ‘Time to Market’ für neue KI Applikationen und neue KI Marktteilnehmer
► verbessern wir signifikant die Qualität der KI durch intelligente Rekombination der besten AI PowerBrains™ einer Serie
► bieten wir die Freiheit der Wahl des Plattformeinsatzes indem wir als (optionaler) Proxy die unveränderliche Bindung an einen Cloud-Anbieter vermeiden
► erlauben wir die anonyme und sichere Nutzung von Cloud Diensten für den Betrieb von AI PowerBrains™
► erleichtern wir das Inverkehrbringen von KI mit AI PowerBrains™ in ‘embedded’ Computersystemen im Feld, Servern, lokalen Cloud Stacks und Clouds
► erlauben wir das intelligente Überwachen und Orchestrieren von ‘Digital Twins’
Durch die Entwicklung standardisierter, hochgradig konfigurierbarer und trainierbarer AI PowerBrain™ Produkte sowie von KI Entwicklerwerkzeugen verfolgen
wir die Vision Künstliche Intelligenz einem breiten Spektrum von Organisationen zugänglich zu machen welche durch die Vorteile von KI, des maschinellen
Lernens, der Digitalisierung und Automatisierung profitieren möchten. Auf diese Weise erzeugen wir ‘Token Holder Value’ und langfristig wiederkehrende
Umsatzströme im Multi-Billionen-Dollar KI Markt.
Nun werben wir durch unseren ICO Token Verkauf Kapital ein um die Entwicklung und Industrialisierung unsere visionären KI Technologie und Plattform
abzuschließen, den Reifegrad unseres Token-basierten kommerziellen Angebots weiter zu erhöhen und den PowerBrain.Shop® in die Weltmärkte einzuführen.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NEDERLANDS

Kunstmatige intelligentie (AI) behoort niet langer alleen tot de reikwijdte van romanschrijvers, wetenschappers, universiteiten of bedrijven met
bijna onbegrensde bronnen, maar is een praktisch fenomeen dat vandaag de dag bewezen, tastbare voordelen en commerciële waarde levert.
De verweven trend tussen slimme ingeschakelde apparaten en verbonden 'dingen' heeft een onvoorstelbare hoeveelheid gegevens met zich
meegebracht. Gegevens die te omvangrijk zijn voor menselijke analyse, maar die rijke en vaak levens veranderende informatie bevatten - die
aanleiding geven tot de uitdaging van de 21e eeuw om variaties, inzichten, trends en afwijkingen in zogenaamde ‘data lakes’ te zoeken.
De AI-technologie van PowerBrain.Shop® helpt organisaties creatiever te zijn, nieuwe innovaties te stimuleren en zich te richten op het
toevoegen van waarde voor belanghebbenden en de samenleving. We versnellen de implementatie en de inzet van AI - eenvoudig en overal met onze One-Stop-Shop voor AI - The PowerBrain.Shop®. Het is 's werelds eerste ‘boerderij en scholingssysteem’voor AI PowerBrains™.

Door intensieve betrokkenheid bij de klanten en door peer review van de technologie heeft ons team van AI-ontwikkelaars op wereldklasse,
met meer dan 150 jaar gecombineerde ervaring, een reeks B2B AI-tools en AI PowerBrains™ ontwikkeld voor verschillende AItoepassingsscenario's.
Gebruikmakend van AI-softwareontwerpen op basis van best practices uit de branche, Blockchain-technologie, Machine Learning en
voorafgaande AI-kennis, is onze AI PowerBrains™ -architectuur ongeëvenaard qua beveiliging, schaalbaarheid, draagbaarheid en flexibiliteit. AI
PowerBrains™ zijn ontworpen om op alle platforms te werken en te integreren met de nieuwste ‘AI-deeptechnologie’, zoals Quantum en Cloud
Computing, waardoor de prestaties en mogelijkheden worden gemaximaliseerd en de implementatietijd en de totale time-to-market wordt
geminimaliseerd.
Naast het drastisch verminderen van de ontwikkelingskosten van AI, tijd en de behoefte aan AI-expertise, leveren wij:
► de zorg voor alle technisch complexe AI-implementatiedetails waardoor klanten zich kunnen concentreren op hun corebusiness
► een drastische vermindering van de ‘time-to-market’ voor nieuwe AI-toepassingen en nieuwkomers op de markt
► een aanzienlijke verbetering van de kwaliteit van AI door gebruik te maken van intelligente herschikking door het beste van AI PowerBrains™
► vrijheid voor de implementatiekeuze door te werken als een (optionele) proxy om cloudservice verkoop van AI-operators te voorkomen
► de mogelijkheid om anoniem en veilig gebruik van cloudservices met AI PowerBrains™
► een vereenvoudiging van de inzet van AI PowerBrains™ in geïntegreerde systemen, servers, cloudstacks en cloudservice providers
► het intelligent monitoren en organiseren van digitale tweelingen
Door off-the-shelf, sterk configureerbare en trainbare AI PowerBrains ™ en AI-tools te ontwikkelen, is onze ambitie om AI beschikbaar te maken
voor het brede spectrum van organisaties die de voordelen van AI, machine learning en automatisering willen verkennen. Op deze manier
creëert ons bedrijf Token Holder Value en op lange termijn terugkerende inkomstenstromen in deze ‘multi-miljard-dollar AI-marktplaats’.
We zijn nu klaar om de seed-financiering te verhogen via onze ICO Token Sale om de ontwikkeling van onze AI-technologie en -platform te
voltooien en ons op Token gebaseerde commerciële aanbod verder te ontwikkelen en hen naar de wereldwijde marktplaatsen te drijven.
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
РУССКИ

Искусственный интеллект (ИИ) больше не входит в компетенцию романистов, безумных ученых, университетов или компаний, располагающих
практически безграничными ресурсами, а представляет собой практическое явление, приносящее доказанные, ощутимые выгоды и коммерческую
ценность сегодня.

Мегатренд межсетевого взаимодействия между интеллектуальными устройствами и связанными «вещами» принес с собой невообразимое
количество данных. Данные, которые слишком объемны для человеческого анализа, но содержат богатую и часто изменяющую жизнь
информацию, что порождает проблему 21-го века поиска различий, понимания, тенденций и аномалий в озерах данных.
Технология искусственного интеллекта PowerBrain.Shop® помогает организациям быть более креативными, внедрять новые инновации и
сосредоточиться на повышении заинтересованности и общественной ценности. Мы ускоряем внедрение и развертывание ИИ - легко и везде - с
нашим универсальным магазином ИИ - PowerBrain.Shop®. Это первая в мире «ферма и система обучения» для AI PowerBrains™.
Благодаря интенсивному взаимодействию с клиентами и экспертным обзорам технологий наша команда профессионалов-разработчиков ИИ
мирового класса с более чем 150-летним опытом работы разработала набор инструментов ИИ B2B и AI PowerBrains™ для различных сценариев
применения ИИ.
Используя архитектуру программного обеспечения AI, основанную на лучших отраслевых практиках, технологии Blockchain, машинном обучении и
предшествующих знаниях AI, наша архитектура AI PowerBrains™ не имеет аналогов в своей безопасности, масштабируемости, портативности и
гибкости. AI PowerBrains™ предназначен для работы на всех платформах и интеграции с новейшими технологиями AI deep, такими как Quantum и
Cloud Computing, которые максимизируют производительность и возможности, минимизируя время внедрения и общее время выхода на рынок.
В дополнение к значительному сокращению затрат на разработку ИИ, времени и необходимости экспертизы ИИ, мы:

► позаботимся обо всех технически сложных деталях реализации AI и позволим клиентам сосредоточиться на своей основной деятельности
► значительно сократим время выхода на рынок новых приложений ИИ и участников рынка
► значительно улучшим качество искусственного интеллекта за счет интеллектуальной комбинации лучших в своем классе искусственных
интеллектов PowerBrains™
► обеспечим свободу выбора развертывания, работая в качестве (необязательного) прокси-сервера, избегая привязки поставщика искусственного
интеллекта к операторам ИИ
► включим анонимное и безопасное использование облачных сервисов под управлением AI PowerBrains™
► упростим развертывание AI PowerBrains ™ во встроенных полевых устройствах, серверах, облачных стеках и поставщиках облачных услуг
► включим интеллектуальный мониторинг и оркестровку цифровых близнецов
Разрабатывая готовые, настраиваемые и легко настраиваемые инструменты AI PowerBrains ™ и AI, мы стремимся сделать AI доступным для
широкого круга организаций, желающих изучить преимущества AI, машинного обучения и автоматизации. Таким образом, наш бизнес создает
Token Holder Value и долгосрочные постоянные потоки доходов на этом рынке искусственного интеллекта стоимостью в несколько миллиардов
долларов.
Теперь мы готовы привлечь начальное финансирование через нашу продажу токенов ICO, чтобы завершить разработку нашей технологии и
платформы искусственного интеллекта, усовершенствовать наши коммерческие предложения на основе токенов и вывести их на мировые рынки.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ESPAÑOL
La Inteligencia Artificial (IA) ya no pertenece solamente al ámbito de los novelistas, los científicos locos, las universidades o las empresas con recursos casi
ilimitados, sino que se ha convertido en la actualidad en un fenómeno práctico que ofrece beneficios comprobados y tangibles, además de tener un valor
comercial.
La gran tendencia de la interconectividad entre dispositivos inteligentes y otros objetos ha generado una cantidad inimaginable de datos. Éstos son
demasiado voluminosos para el análisis humano, pero contienen información rica que a menudo cambia vidas, dando lugar al gran desafío del siglo XXI que
consiste en buscar variaciones, perspectivas, tendencias y anomalías en lagos de datos.
La tecnología de inteligencia artificial de PowerBrain.Shop® ayuda a las organizaciones a ser más creativas, impulsar innovaciones y enfocarse en agregar
accionistas y valor social. Aceleramos la implementación y el despliegue de la IA, de manera fácil y en todas partes, con nuestro One-Stop-Shop for AI, The
PowerBrain.Shop®. Este es el primer “sistema de granja y escolaridad” del mundo para AI PowerBrains™.
Nuestro equipo internacional de profesionales especializados en la conceptualización y programación de inteligencia artificial, con más de 150 años de
experiencia combinada, ha desarrollado un conjunto de herramientas B2B de inteligencia artificial y AI PowerBrains™ para diferentes escenarios de aplicación
de inteligencia artificial. a través de un intenso compromiso con el cliente y exhaustivas revisiones por pares tecnológicos.
Aprovechando los diseños de software de AI basados en las mejores prácticas de la industria, en la tecnología Blockchain, el Machine Learning y el
conocimiento previo de AI, nuestra arquitectura AI PowerBrains™ no tiene paralelo en su seguridad, escalabilidad, portabilidad y flexibilidad. Los AI
PowerBrains™ están diseñados para funcionar en todas las plataformas e integrarse con la última y profunda tecnología de AI, como Quantum y Cloud
Computing, que maximiza el rendimiento y las capacidades minimizando además el tiempo de implementación y el tiempo total de comercialización.
Además de reducir drásticamente el costo de desarrollo de IA, el tiempo y la necesidad de contar con experiencia en AI, nosotros:
► Cuidamos todos los detalles de implementación de IA técnicamente complejos y permitimos que los clientes se centren en su negocio principal.
►Reducimos drásticamente el tiempo de comercialización para las nuevas aplicaciones de IA y las que ya participan en el mercado.
►Mejoramos significativamente la calidad de la IA mediante la combinación inteligente de las mejores AI PowerBrains™.
►Ofrecemos libertad de elección de implementación al operar como un proxy (opcional) evitando el bloqueo de proveedores de servicios de Nube en los
operadores de AI.
►Permitimos el uso anónimo y seguro de los servicios en la Nube que ejecutan AI PowerBrains™.
►Simplificamos la implementación de AI PowerBrains™ en dispositivos de campo integrados, servidores, cloud stacks y proveedores de servicios de Nube.
►Habilitamos el monitoreo inteligente y la orquestación de gemelos digitales.
Al desarrollar herramientas listas para usar, AI PowerBrains™ altamente configurable y entrenable, y otros métodos de IA, nuestra ambición es poner la
inteligencia artificial a disposición de un amplio espectro de organizaciones que desean explorar los beneficios que ofrece la IA, el Machine Learning y la
automatización. De esta manera nuestro negocio crea valor para quienes poseen el Token y flujos de ingresos recurrentes a largo plazo en el mercado
multimillonario de IA.
Actualmente estamos listos para recaudar fondos iniciales a través de nuestra venta de ICO Token para completar el desarrollo de nuestra tecnología AI y
nuestra plataforma, y madurar nuestras ofertas comerciales basadas en Token para llevarlos al mercado global.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PORTUGUÊS
A Inteligência Artificial (IA) não é mais um tema utópico de cientistas malucos, universidades ou empresas com recursos quase ilimitados, mas um fenômeno
prático que está fornecendo benefícios tangíveis comprovados e valor comercial nos dias de hoje.
A megatendência de interconectividade entre dispositivos inteligentes habilitados e “coisas” conectadas, trouxe uma quantidade inimaginável de dados.
Dados que são muito volumosos para a análise humana, mas que contêm informações ricas e se bem analisadas, podem realizar grandes mudanças, dando
origem ao grande desafio do século XXI: Procurar variações,tendências e anomalias em dados gerados de diversas aplicações de nosso dia a dia.
A tecnologia de Inteligência Artificial da PowerBrain.Shop® ajuda as organizações a serem mais criativas, impulsionam novas inovações e concentram-se em
agregar valor às partes interessadas e à sociedade. Aceleramos o desenvolvimento e a implementação da Inteligência Artificial, de maneira simples, fácil e
em qualquer lugar, com o nosso One-Stop-Shop para IA da PowerBrain.Shop®.
Através de um intenso envolvimento junto com cada cliente, e revisão contínua de nossa tecnologia, nossa equipe de profissionais de desenvolvimento de
IA, de classe mundial, com mais de 150 anos de experiência combinada, desenvolveu um conjunto de ferramentas de IA para outros negócios(B2B), bem
como para diferentes cenários de aplicação de IA.
Aproveitando os projetos de software de IA baseados nas melhores práticas da indústria, na tecnologia Blockchain, no machine learning e no conhecimento
prévio de inteligência artificial, nossa arquitetura IA PowerBrains™ é incomparável em segurança, escalabilidade, portabilidade e flexibilidade. A IA
PowerBrains™ foi projetada para funcionar em todas as plataformas e integrar-se à mais avançada tecnologia avançada de IA, como Quantum e Cloud
Computing, que maximiza o desempenho e as capacidades, minimizando o tempo de implementação e o tempo total de lançamento no mercado.
Além de reduzir drasticamente o custo de desenvolvimento da IA, o tempo de aplicação e a necessidade de experiência em IA, nós:
► Cuidamos de todos os detalhes técnicos e complexos da implementação da IA, e permitimos que os clientes se concentrem em seus principais problemas
e negócios.
► Reduzimos drasticamente o tempo de inserção no mercado de novas aplicações de IA, e de novos entrantes neste mercado.
► Melhoramos significativamente a qualidade da IA por re-combinação inteligente com os melhores artifícios disponíveis em nossos sistemas.
► Fornecemos a liberdade de escolha de implantação, operando como proxy (opcional), evitando o bloqueio do fornecimento de serviços em nuvem de
operadores de IA.
► Permitimos o uso anônimo e seguro de serviços em nuvem executando a IA da PowerBrain.Shop®.
► Simplificamos a implantação da IA PowerBrains™ em dispositivos de campo embarcados, servidores, pilhas de nuvens e provedores de serviços em
nuvem.
► Permitimos o monitoramento inteligente e a orquestração de gêmeos digitais.

Com o Desenvolvendo da IA PowerBrains™, e ferramentas AI de prateleiraS, altamente configuráveis e treináveis, nossa ambição é tornar a IA disponível para
o amplo espectro de organizações que desejam explorar os benefícios da IA, machine learning e automação. Dessa forma, nosso negócio cria Valor do
Titular de Token e fluxos de receita recorrentes de longo prazo nesse mercado de vários bilhões de dólares da IA.
Estamos agora prontos para aumentar o financiamento inicial por meio da nossa Venda de Tokens de ICO, para concluirmos o desenvolvimento de nossa
plataforma e tecnologia de inteligência artificial, e amadurecermos nossas ofertas comerciais baseadas em tokens e direcioná-las para os mercados globais.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ITALIANO
L'Intelligenza Artificiale (AI) non è più la competenza di romanzieri, scienziati pazzi, università o imprese con risorse quasi illimitate, ma un fenómeno pratico
che offre benefici provati, tangibili e valore commerciale, oggi.
La megatrend di interconnessione tra dispositivi abilitati intelligenti e "cose" connesse ha portato una quantità inimmaginabile di dati. Dati troppo voluminosi
per l'analisi umana, ma che contengono informazioni ricche e spesso mutevoli - dando origine alla sfida del 21 ° secolo di cercare varianze, intuizioni,
tendenze e anomalie nei laghi di dati.
La tecnologia AI di PowerBrain.Shop® aiuta le organizzazioni ad essere più creative, a promuovere nuove innovazioni ed a concentrarsi sull'aggiunta di valore
per gli stakeholder e la società. Acceleriamo l'implementazione dell'IA - facilmente e ovunque - con il nostro One-Stop-Shop per l'intelligenza artificiale: il
PowerBrain.Shop®. È il primo "sistema di allevamento e scuola" sul mondo per AI PowerBrains™.
Attraverso l'intenso coinvolgimento dei clienti e le revisioni di pari livello, il nostro team di professionisti di sviluppo AI ad livello mondiale, con oltre 150 anni
di esperienza combinata, ha sviluppato una suite degli strumenti AI B2B e AI PowerBrains™ per diversi scenari di applicazioni AI.
Facendo leva su progetti di software AI basati su best practice del settore, tecnologia Blockchain, Machine Learning e precedenti conoscenze IA, la nostra
architettura AI PowerBrains™ non ha eguali in termini di sicurezza, scalabilità, portabilità e flessibilità. AI PowerBrains™ sono progettati per funzionare su tutte
le piattaforme e integrarsi con le più recenti tecnologie di intelligenza artificiale come Quantum e Cloud Computing che massimizzano le prestazioni e le
funzionalità riducendo al minimo i tempi d' implementazione e il time-to-market complessivo.
Oltre a ridurre drasticamente i costi di sviluppo dell'IA, i tempi e la necessità dell'esperienza IA:
► Prendiamo cura di tutti i dettagli dell'implementazione AI tecnicamente complessi e consentiamo ai clienti di concentrarsi sul proprio core business
► Riduciamo drasticamente il time-to-market per nuove applicazioni AI e nuovi operatori del mercato
► Miglioriamo in modo significativo la qualità dell'IA grazie alla ri-combinazione intelligente dei migliori AI PowerBrains™
► Forniaomo la libertà di scelta dell'implementazione operando come proxy (opzionale) evitando il lock-in del fornitore di servizi cloud degli operatori di IA
► Permettiamo l'uso anonimo e sicuro dei servizi cloud che eseguono AI PowerBrains™
► Semplifichiamo l'implementazione di AI PowerBrains ™ in dispositivi di campo, server, cloud stack e provider di servizi cloud integrati
► Abilitiamo il monitoraggio e l'orchestrazione intelligente dei gemelli digitali
Con lo sviluppo di strumenti AI PowerBrains™ e AI intelligibili, altamente configurabili e modulabili, la nostra ambizione è di rendere disponibile l'intelligenza
artificiale per l'ampio spettro di organizzazioni che desiderano esplorare i vantaggi dell'IA, dell'apprendimento automatico e dell'automazione. In questo
modo la nostra azienda crea Token Holder Value e flussi di entrate ricorrenti a lungo termine in questo mercato multi-miliardario di mercato AI.
Ora siamo pronti a raccogliere fondi attraverso la nostra vendita di token ICO per complettare lo sviluppo della nostra tecnologia e piattaforma AI ed a
maturare le nostre offerte commerciali basate su Token e guidarle verso i mercati globali.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
БЪЛГАРСКИ

Изкуственият интелект (AI) днес не е вече компетенция на романисти, безумни учени, университети или корпорации с почти неограничени ресурси, а
практичен феномен, който предоставя доказани, осезаеми ползи и търговска стойност.
Мегатрендът базиран на взаимодействието между интелигентно активирани устройства и мрежово–свързани неща (обекти) допринася за генериране на
огромно количество данни, които не могат да бъдат анализирани от човешки ресурси. Резултатите от обработката на тези данни са много ценни и много
често съдържат жизненоважна информация. Търсенето на различия, изводи, тенденции и аномалии извелчени от огрмното количество данни се превръща
в едно от основните предизвикателства на 21-ви век.
AI технологията на PowerBrain.Shop® помага на корпорациите да бъдат креативни, да създават иновации и да се фокусират върху изграждането на добавена
стойност за свойте бизнес партньори и обществото като цяло. Ние ускоряваме имплементирането и внедряването на AI – по лесен начин и навсякъде - с
нашия One Stop Shop за AI - PowerBrain.Shop®. PowerBrain.Shop® е първата в света „ферма и система за обучение“ на AI PowerBrains™.
Посредством интензивнен ангажимент с клиенти и технологични партньорски оценки, нашият екип от експерти в областта на развитието на AI от световна
класа, с над 150 години комбиниран опит, е разработил набор от инструменти за B2B AI и AI PowerBrains™ за различни сценарии на приложение на AI.
Използвайки AI софтуерен дизайн, базиран на първокласни висококачествени индустриални практики, технологията блокчейн, машинното обучение и опит
в сферата на AI, нашата архитектура AI PowerBrains™ е несравнима по своята сигурност, скалиране, преносимост и гъвкавост. AI PowerBrains™ са проектирани
да работят на всички платформи и да се интегрират добре като квантови и облачни приложения, които максимизират производителността и възможностите,
като същевременно минимизират времето за изпълнение и общото време за пускане на пазара на разработваните клиентски решения.
В допълнение към драстичното намаляване на разходите за развитие на AI, времето и необходимостта от експертни познания по AI, ние:
► поемаме грижата за всички технически комплексни детайли по внедряването на AI като по този начин подпомагаме клиентите ни да се съсредоточат
върху основния си бизнес
► драстично минимираме времето за пускане на пазара на нови приложения за изкуствен интелект и нови участници на пазара
► Подобряваме качеството на AI чрез интелигентно комбиниране на най-добрите породи AI PowerBrains™
► осигуряваме свобода на избора на начина на изграждане и внедряване на AI, работейки като (опционално) прокси, осъществявайки независимост на
операторите на AI от доставчиците на облачни услуги
► осигуряваме анонимно и сигурно използване на облачни услуги при изпозването на AI PowerBrains™
► олесняваме внедряването на AI PowerBrains в вградени полеви устройства, сървъри, облачни стекове и доставчици на облачни услуги
► осигуряваме възможност за интелигентно наблюдение и оркестриране на дигитални клонинги
Посредством разработването на готови образци, с висока степен на конфигуриране и обучаемост AI PowerBrains™ и AI инструменти нашата амбиция е да
направим изкуствения интелект достъпен за широк спектър от организации, които желаят да се възпозват от преимуществата от изкуствения интелект,
машинното обучение и автоматизацията. Създавайки добавена стойност за собствениците на тоукъни и дългосрочни циклични потоци от приходи в този
мултимилиарден пазар.
Стартирайки със следващата фазата на финансиране, базинара на продажбата на ICO тоукъни, ни позволява да приключим разработването на нашата AI
технология и платформа, да усъвършенстваме нашите тоукън-базирани пазарни предложения и да ги изведем на глобалния пазар.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FRANÇAIS
L'intelligence artificielle (IA) n'est plus l'apanage des romanciers, des scientifiques fous, des universités ou des entreprises aux ressources quasi illimitées, mais
un phénomène pratique qui procure aujourd'hui des avantages tangibles et prouvés et une valeur commerciale.
De la mégatendance d'inter-connectivité entre les appareils intelligents activés et les «choses» connectées découle une quantité inimaginable de données.
Données trop volumineuses pour l'analyse humaine, mais contenant des informations riches et souvent bouleversantes, ce qui pose le défi du XXIe siècle
consistant à rechercher des variances, des idées, des tendances et des anomalies dans des lacs de données.
La technologie d’intelligence artificielle de PowerBrain.Shop® aide les organisations à être plus créatives, à lancer de nouvelles innovations et à se concentrer
sur l’ajout de valeur pour les parties prenantes et la société. Nous accélérons la mise en œuvre et le déploiement de l'IA - facilement et partout - avec notre
guichet unique pour l'IA - le PowerBrain.Shop®. C’est le premier «système agricole et scolaire» au monde pour AI PowerBrains™.
Au travers d’engagement client intenses et d’evaluations techniques, notre équipe de professionnels de développement de l'intelligence artificielle de calibre
mondial, forte de plus de 150 ans d'expérience cumulée, a développé une suite d'outils d'intelligence d'affaires B2B et d'IA PowerBrains™ pour différents
scénarios d'application d'intelligence artificielle.
Tirant parti des conceptions logicielles IA basées sur les meilleures pratiques de l'industrie, la technologie Blockchain, Machine Learning et les connaissances
antérieures en IA, notre architecture AI PowerBrains™ est sans égal en termes de sécurité, d'évolutivité, de portabilité et de flexibilité. Les AI PowerBrains™ sont
conçus pour fonctionner sur toutes les plateformes et s’intégrer à la dernière technologie d’IA, telle que Quantum et le Cloud Computing, qui optimisent les
performances et les fonctionnalités tout en minimisant les délais d’installation et de commercialisation.

En plus de réduire considérablement les coûts de développement de l'IA, le temps et le besoin d'expertise en IA:
► Nous nous occupons de tous les détails techniques et complexes concernant la mise en œuvre de l'IA et permettons à nos clients de se concentrer sur leur
cœur de métier
► Nous réduisons considérablement le délai de mise sur le marché des nouvelles applications d’IA et des nouveaux venus sur le marché
► Nous améliorons de manière significative la qualité de l'IA en combinant intelligemment les meilleurs atouts de AI PowerBrains™
► Nous fournissons la liberté de choix de déploiement en fonctionnant en tant qu’intermédiaire(facultatif) en évitant le verrouillage du fournisseur de services
dans le cloud des opérateurs d’IA
► Nous permettons une utilisation anonyme et sécurisée des services cloud exécutant AI PowerBrains™
► Nous simplifions le déploiement d’AI PowerBrains™ dans des appareils de terrain, des serveurs, des cloud stacks et des fournisseurs de services cloud
intégrés
► Nous permettons la surveillance intelligente et l'orchestration des jumeaux numériques
En développant des outils AI PowerBrains™ et des outils AI prêts à l'emploi, hautement configurables, notre ambition est de mettre l'AI à la disposition du
large éventail d'organisations qui souhaitent explorer les avantages de l'IA, de l'apprentissage automatique et de l'automatisation. Ainsi, notre entreprise crée
de la valeur pour le détenteur de jeton et des flux de revenus récurrents à long terme sur ce marché de l'IA de plusieurs milliards de dollars.
Nous sommes maintenant prêts à mobiliser des fonds de démarrage grâce à notre vente de jetons ICO pour compléter le développement de notre
technologie et de notre plateforme d’intelligence artificielle, affiner nos offres commerciales basées sur les jetons et les propulser sur les marchés mondiaux.
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Founder’s Motivation
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FOUNDER’S MOTIVATION
As early as in 1997 when Samuel worked at a German software development company
building natural language processing products for securing car access
the game-changing potential of Machine Learning, Artificial and Cognitive Intelligence
has been crystal clear already.
Ever since he focused his professional career on similar fields of Artificial Intelligence
applications and industries from developing artificially intelligent Enterprise Search
software at IBM’s Research and Development Laboratory in 2002, writing AI for optical
quality inspection software in 2004, developing AI Smart Grid technologies and various
patents at SIEMENS and General Electric, driving the intelligent and Secure Mesh
communications business for a Silicon Valley company and a Finnish start-up or driving
the Central European AI drone solution business for a Norwegian start-up.

A reiterative pattern at all of Samuel’s career steps has been the ‘re-invention of the wheel’ by each
AI / ML related company and project, yet again building frameworks and architectural components
of AI solutions slightly adjusted for each use case, processing and communications infrastructure
available.
Now the time has come to enable companies to re-use robust and industry-proven, best in class AI
design and development patterns in the most professional way possible; allowing businesses and
the professional AI development talents available to focus on the actual innovation of adding AI to
core business process where most value is being created for the customer’s business.
As the Club of Rome predicted and the World Economic Forum emphasized: the world starts
embracing Artificial Intelligence, disrupting and transforming entire industries and societies.
By buying our utility token you shape this path into our AI future – together with us!
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Business at a Glance
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
INTRODUCTION
The rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is in full swing and is starting to improve our world dramatically.
In order to boost the productivity and enable self-optimizing business operations, accelerate processes and
improve flexibility, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming essential as it enables producers to reduce the
conversion cost by up to 20%. Up to 70% of this cost reduction results from higher productivity of the
workforce. [Source: 1]
High-performance computer systems – embedded as well as cloud based – enable Artificial and Cognitive
Intelligence to penetrate various public sectors as well as private industries in an unprecedented quality
and quantity.
This global megatrend creates the substantial market demand for the PowerBrain.Shop® as a ‘One Stop
Shop’ which offers artificial intelligence solutions to businesses allowing them to easily inject AI into their
products and services.
Therefore, world-class professionals from the software industry have gathered to develop PB.S’s Integrated
AI Software Development Environment (PB.S-IDE) which enables rapid AI design, implementation,
limitation, training, test and validation, making PB.S a ‘Factory’ for digital brains.
These ‘digital brains’ will be based on business use cases and applications such as Machine Vision and
Intelligent Information Processing which are going to be rapidly implemented based on a template library,
speeding-up the AI software development process immensely. For operations, these ‘digital brains’ will be
deployed at the business location at embedded computer systems in the field (‘edge computing’) or in
local or hosted cloud stacks and infrastructures with massive processing capabilities.
Additionally, PB.S is going to build an AI consulting practice to become the thought and implementation
supporter
of
AI
projects
across
various
industries
and
public
sectors.
PB.S’s customers pay for this revolutionary AI offering with the company’s Utility Token, creating long term
recurring revenues for the business.
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
VISION
Accelerating the Artificial Intelligence
implementation and deployment easily and everywhere!
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
MISSION
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to be the leading artificially intelligent
software development and consulting organization dedicated to enabling
the easy analysis, design, implementation, interfacing, training, limitation
and testing of artificially intelligent software ‘brains’ for global deployment
across
various
use
cases,
public
and
private
sectors.
Based on our rapid development approach and shortest time to market, the
plethora of supported data interfaces and hosting/cloud providers,
the
various
templates
for
digital
brain
structures/types
as
well
as
our
disruptive
swarm
thinking
structures,
the
ease
of
use
of
the
middleware
and its orchestration and management capabilities for digital brains
will be globally recognized as the world’s leading digital farm for artificially
intelligent software ‘brains’.
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
ADDED VALUE PROPOSITIONS
AI Simplicity. Delivered.
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to simplify the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions
based on new AI Design, Development, Test and Quality Assurance Tool Sets as well as professional AI
consulting
services.
This enables new players to enter the AI development market – e.g. corporate innovation departments
and small Start-Up companies of industry experts specialized in use cases and their very industry
vertical but no AI implementation experts. At the same time the PowerBrain.Shop® is going to help AI
solutions to be developed in entire markets lacking skilled resources with sufficient AI expertise –
allowing the shortest time to market. Simplicity!
AI Market. Disruption.
As the very first of the next generation of AI companies, the PowerBrain.Shop® is going to disruptively
create a completely new AI market role called Virtual AI Operator (VAIO) which decouples and/or only
loosely couples an AI solution with/from its technical implementation and AI computing hardware
system that it is running on. This gives a huge degree of independence to the AI solution user who has
a natural interest to free themselves from vendor lock-in. Of course, all data related to a particular AI
solution is going to be fully exportable in standardized XML formats so that none of our customers is
ever locked into PowerBrain.Shop®. Freedom!
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
ADDED VALUE PROPOSITIONS
AI Balancing. Local vs. Central.
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to allow AI solution architectures which can run as locally ‘in the edge’
as possible while also enabling centralization of AI computation into private data centers or hosted in
3rd party AI clouds at preferred geographic regions. This allows maximizing data privacy by analyzing
and ‘thinking’ at the same place where the actual data is being collected, while helping to minimize
and/or balance the cost for AI computing infrastructure in a central AI cloud service and/or at the edge.
CAPEX and OPEX Flexibility!
AI Energy. Managed.
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to allow centralized AI solutions to run on specific energy mixes such as
green energy, wind power or solar power, for example, giving its customers a choice for CO2 footprint
reductions. Environmentally friendly!
AI Business. Tokenized.
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to use its very own Utility Token running on the Blockchain technology
to operate its own business and minimize the transaction cost for its customers. Tokenized!
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BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
ADDED VALUE PROPOSITIONS
AI Development Lifecycle. Quality.
The PowerBrain.Shop® is going to help optimizing the AI training coverage in order to help maximizing
the decision quality and behavior of the AI solution implemented, so that professional industry quality is
always delivered. Quality!
AI Talents. Best in Class.

Our team is going to continue attracting the best AI development talents as we will continue striving to
offer optimal work places around the globe with a high degree of family-friendly home-offices as well as
central offices, offering a real chance to shape the direction the global AI industry is heading. At the
same time this approach allows us being much closer to our regional customers. Global talent pool!
AI Customers. Everyone.
Our customers are literally all businesses interested in or currently applying AI to certain use cases. We
can either migrate existing solutions or help building optimized new ones – with significant value and
freedom of choice added. Global market!
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Source: [14]

MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
In order to boost the productivity and enable selfoptimizing
business
operations,
accelerate
processes and improve flexibility, Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is becoming essential as it enables
producers to reduce the conversion cost by up to
20%, with up to 70% of this cost reduction resulting
from higher productivity of the workforce. [Source:
1]
In general the Artificial Intelligence Market size is
expected to reach $ 19,478 million by 2022,
growing at a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 45.4% from 2016 to 2022. [13] When
looking into specific markets, the global market for
AI for enterprise applications was worth about $
360 million USD in 2016 [9] and is expected to grow
to about $ 6,141 million USD in 2022,a CAGR of
48.7% during the forecasted period [10]. Some even
predict a growth to about $ 31,200 million by 2025,
representing a CAGR of 64.3% [11].
In a global survey conducted by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in 2018 , 87% of the 1096
executives and managers from a broad array of producing industries , said that their businesses plan to
implement AI within the next three years. As of now, only 28% have a comprehensive implementation
roadmap in place. [Source: 1]
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MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
IoT market projections of major
market research firms:
20.4 Billion by 2020
GARTNER forecasts 20.4 billion connected ‘things’

$1.4 Trillion by 2021
International Data Corp (IDC) expectations of
global spending on IoT HW, SW and Services

$11.1 Trillion by 2025
McKinsey’s annual IoT impact prediction

The global Internet of Things (IoT) market is
projected to grow from $2.99T in 2014 to $8.9T
in 2020, attaining a 19.92% Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR). Industrial manufacturing is
predicted to increase from $472B in 2014 to
$890B in global IoT spending. Healthcare and
life sciences are projected to increase from
$520B in 2014 to $1.335T in 2020, attaining a
17% CAGR. [Source: 3]

Outsourced Data Center Analytics is predicted
to be the fastest growing IoT segments
reaching 50% CAGR from 2017 to 2021. [27]
At the same time industrial machinery and
automation producers will play a major role in
driving success by integrating AI into their
equipment. [Source: 1]
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MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
This statistic illustrates the predicted cumulative
revenues from the ten leading artificial intelligence (AI)
application sectors (use cases) worldwide in percent,
between 2016 and 2025. This gives guidance as to
what industries to focus PB.S’s sales on in future. [15]
As one example, AI software for vehicular object
detection, identification, and avoidance alone is
expected to generate 9 billion U.S. dollars over the ten
years between 2016 and 2025. [15]

Source:
[15]

Just in applying AI’s Deep Learning, consultants of
McKinsey estimate the value adding potential of up to
5.8
trillion
dollar
annually.
[22]
Additionally, based on a customer study performed in
2018 35% of energy utility companies are already
investing in technology-scouting for AI, clearly
showing this industry’s appetite for AI based
automation. [17]

All off these application sectors can be addressed by
PowerBrain.Shop®’s AI PowerBrains™ technology.

Moreover, according to a 2018 survey amongst adults
in the United States of America, 19 percent of them
experienced a health-related AI technology already.
[18] According to the data as of 2018, 47 percent of
respondents indicated that they would use an AIpowered health service, simply because it would be
available wherever and whenever they needed it. [19]
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MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
Another perspective on the
predicted revenues per AI use
case in 2016-2025 is offered by
the market intelligence firm
Tractica and shown on the right.
[24]
With
expected
cumulative
revenue of just over 8 billion U.S.
dollars, 'static image recognition,
classification and tagging' is
forecast to lead the way,
ahead of 'algorithmic trading
strategy
performance
improvement'
($7.5
billion)
and 'efficient, scalable processing
of patient data' ($7.4 billion).
Source: [24]

All off them can be addressed by
PowerBrain.Shop®’s
AI
PowerBrains™ technology.
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MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
When taking a look at the market
from the perspective of the most
disruptive
technologies
the
illustration on the left shows
where the biggest difference is
expected to be made.

Source: [16]

Clearly AI driven segments
enabled by PowerBrain.Shop®’s
offerings such as Knowledge
Work automation, IoT, Cloud,
Advanced
Robotics
and
Autonomous Vehicles are on the
top of the list of expected lead
use cases, expected to deliver
trilliants of dollars in revenues.
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MARKET
OVERVIEW AND TRENDS
AI SOFTWARE TALENT SHORTAGE
The obvious result of the growth in AI related business activities is a global lack of
sufficiently trained and skilled AI software development experts who are needed by
the millions of projects around the world. Various major players in this industry and
similar
fields
start
noticing
this
talent
shortage
already.
At the same time, the currently very high complexity of AI and machine learning
application development [Source: 12] prohibits many people, including those from
Computer Science related fields, from entering the AI industry, and drives the need for
PowerBrain.Shop®’s next Generation AI development environment PB.S-IDE™ - ‘The
Workshop’ simplifying the development of AI based solutions significantly.
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MARKET
COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE AND SUPPLIERS
In its very core market niche for
AI tools and AI PowerBrains™,
PowerBrain.Shop® is definitely
the
!

very first mover

From this pole-position our
team will lead the industry
forward.
Having said that, in adjacent
markets including
PowerBrain.Shop®’s suppliers
and business partners,
there are various players which
are mentioned on the right side.
Globally, most companies in the
AI market are focusing on
applications for machine
learning. At last count, at least
260 Start-Ups have been
founded to work on this
particular AI category. [21]

Computing Services
(including Cloud):

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM Watson
Microsoft Azure / Azure
IoT Edge Runtime
Alibaba Cloud ET Brain
Alphabet Google
DeepMind
Amazon Web Services
SingularityNET
Deutsche Telekom
SAP
SIEMENS MindSphere
Oracle
Nvidia
Intel
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Virtual Smart Assistant Services:
•
•
•
•
•

Apple – Siri
Amazon – Alexa
Alibaba – Smart Voice Assistant
Google – Google Home
Assistant & Smartphone
Assistant
Microsoft – Cortana AI

Solution Providers:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sentient Technologies (focused
industries: e-commerce,
finance, marketing)
General Vision
Numenta
Fingenius
Inbenta Technologies
FuGenX Technologies
OpenAI
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MARKET DEMAND
FOR AI CONSULTING SERVICES
In a global survey conducted by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in 2018, amongst 1096 executives and
managers from a broad array of producing industries one clear outcome has been that technological
innovations alone are not going to fulfill the expectations of AI in industrial operations. Additionally,
companies have to consider all necessary AI enablers at an organisational level in order to use the full
potential of AI. [Source: 1]

As we offer the ‚One Stop Shop‘ for AI, we are establishing a global AI thought-leadership team as our AI
Consulting Practice. Its core mission is helping our customers develop a holistic perspective on AI
implementation with a systematic approach. This includes understanding the ‘big picture’ of customers
business challenges, pain-points and targets, identifying and modelling the AI use cases, helping customers
to technically ‚onbord‘ into PB.S‘s AI services by
● provision of professional training,
● IT / data interface integration,
● template-based rapid AI design, limitation and training,
● AI testing, performance assessment and continuous AI improvement.
Additionally, our consultants are going to analyse customer business process and re-engineer them to help
remove all show-stoppers and efficiency-reducers while they provide all AI enablers related to strategy,
infrastructure, competencies and governance.

Ultimately, our consulting services help transform the potential of AI into tangible business results in the
real world by putting AI at the core of a business function rather than treating it as yet another separate
R&D initiative. This way AI can influence how organizations run their business, how they create new
revenue streams, how they can increase operational efficiencies, redefine their workforce, etc.
Nowadays,
businesses
want
to know
what
is
likely
to
happen
in the
future.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s PowerBrains™ will help them make intelligent data-driven predictive decisions, quickly
and easily.
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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MARKET
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Based on a thorough market
assessment, the business is
going to focus on high-margin
commercial,
industrial
and
public sector customers to start
with.

At the beginning the business is
going to develop its diversified
partner
and
AI
technology
ecosystem based on the major
cloud service providers such as,
but not limited to:

Here, we will strengthen the
technology and invest heavily
in
best-in-class
software
architecture
and
design,
building the platform and team
for our future growth and rapid
expansion into other verticals.

● IBM Watson
● Microsoft Azure
● Azure IoT Edge Runtime
● Alibaba Cloud ET
● Alphabet Google DeepMind
● Amazon Web Services

Right from the start the
customers
will
pay
for
PowerBrain.Shop®’s tools and
services with our Utility Token.

as well as various embedded
systems providers such as:
● BOSCH
● SIEMENS
● General Electric
● Continental
● Dräger
● Honeywell
● Elektrobit
● Philips
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In order to build the strongest
top-talent pipeline, the business is
also going to establish official
relationships with the major AI
education institutions such as, but
not limited to:
● MIT Schwarzman College of
Computing [26]
● CSAIL - MIT’s Computer Science
and Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory
● ETH Zürich
● Universität Republic of
Seychelles
● Berlin, Dortmund/St. Augustin,
München and Tübingen in
Germany [Source: 4]
● Chinese Academy of Sciences
● Universität St. Gallen
● Korea Advanced Institute of
Science & Technology (KAIST) in
South Korea
● University of Berkeley
● University of Oxford
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Standardized
PB.S®
PowerBrains™
will
heavily push the AI
market
penetration
forward by making it
simple for everyone to
adopt AI technology in
existing
software
applications
and
commercial
industry
use cases.

100

75

Market Penetration in
%

MARKET
DISRUPTIVE FORCE OF SCALE

50

25

3%
Innovators

13%
Early Adopters

34%
Early Majority
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34%
Late Majority

16%
Laggards

Market
Introduction
Time
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Value Creation
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VALUE CREATION
SOLUTION OVERVIEW AND POSITIONING
To support Samuel‘s vision to enable the easy implementation of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), our core product is PB.S’s Integrated AI Software Development Environment
(PB.S-IDE™) which enables rapid AI design, implementation, limitation, training, test
and validation, making the PowerBrain.Shop® a ‘Software Factory’ or ‘Reproduction
and Schooling System’ for digital AI PowerBrains™ – trained best-in-class software
structures.
These ‘brains’ will be based on proven core business use cases and applications such
as Machine Vision and Intelligent Information Processing which are implemented in a
template library and speeding-up the AI software development process dramatically.
During operations these ‘brains’ will be deployed at embedded computer systems in
the field (‘edge computing’) or in local or hosted cloud stacks and infrastructures.
The industry-proven approach based on best AI practices allows software developers
to easily re-use and evaluate different AI ‘brain‘ structures and technologies while
dramatically driving down the cost for this AI software development.
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VALUE CREATION
CUSTOMER ADVANTAGES + BENEFITS
• Increased AI implementation efficiency, simplifying the process and eliminating repetitive
steps while ensuring interoperability and adaptability
• Reduced time to market due to quick and standards based rapid prototyping and
productive implementation based on PB.S’s PowerBrains™
• Reduced cost for the AI project
implementation and training of the AI

implementation

including

planning,

design,

• Reduced dependency on scarce software development experts for AI software projects
• Reduced cost for AI training and maintenance due to standardized tools such as PB.S-IDE™
• Improved AI quality as PowerBrains™ are going to be developed on highest software
quality standards and hardened in various customer projects
• Independence of AI Cloud Service providers due to various flexible deployment options
• Reduced transaction fees for AI services due to scaling capabilities and synergy effects
• Utility Token based crypto-currency payments for PB.S‘s professional offerings
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VALUE CREATION
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
in unchartered AI business territory
into all AI applications and use cases
beyond core machine learning and neural network ‘deep tech’

relationship with all key AI ecosystem players
support
enabled from wearables to cloud
able to combine ‘the best of all AIs and all deployment worlds’

for various stakeholders in AI development process
and effective to achieve shortest time to market
including everything from AI design to continuous training
even existing IT infrastructure with Artificial Intelligence

for professional industry users (B2B)
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VALUE CREATION
MIDDLEWARE COMPONENTS
Operations
Interface
PowerBrains
Message
Queue

PowerBrains Middleware
Integration and Resource Management
PowerBrains
Repository

PowerBrains
Resource
Managemen
Confidential
t

PowerBrainsO
rchestration

Company

Management
Interface
PowerBrains
Payments

PowerBrains
Services
For Institutional
Investors only under Clouds
NDA
•
•
•
•
•

Storage
Computation Power
Databases
Knowledge
Payment

•
•
•
•

Load Balancing
Internal Power Brains
External PowerBrains
Updates/Upgrades
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Integration of KI Cloud(s)
• AWS Services
• IBM Watson
• MS Azure
• Alibaba Cloud
• GGL DeepMind
• Lego MindStormsKI
• Super Computing
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VALUE CREATION
MIDDLEWARE COMPONENTS

Company Confidential
For Institutional Investors only under NDA

User Interface mock up example
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VALUE CREATION
AI TECHNOLOGIES TO BE INTEGRATED
Deep Learning
also known as deep structured learning or hierarchical learning, is a subset of a broader family of
machine learning methodologies which by combining AI Technologies Applied and Provided many
layers of information and classification creates a much broader and deeper learning experience for
machines. As a result it improves the recognition of data patterns or objects in images dramatically.
[29]
Intent-prediction
Based on observing a users behavior in data or in images and videos, it is possible to predict his or her
intention and predict it. Based on this technology it is possible to curate content or recommend
certain products or product configurations specifically tailored for this user in this very moment, for
example.
Evolutionary ‚Best-of-Breed‘ Intelligence
We apply nature‘s concepts of use-case- and environment-optimized brains which are still
genetically/architecturally standardized. Based on this approach, we are able to provide certain classes
of standardized software brains which are trained and highly optimized for each specific application
and use case matching their respective type.
Distribution and Scaling
As PB.S’s PowerBrains™ can be flexibly deployed everywhere, even very complex data processing jobs
can be handled at top performance by simply running them on more computing hardware and
distributed systems such as cloud computing services or edge computing devices with approximate
computing technology [30]. Hence we can address even the most complex AI scenarios and
applications flexibly and as needed along the customer business process.
Performance Monitoring
Our PB.S-ControlCenter™ is going to monitor the performance and process flow through the
PowerBrains™ enabling fine tuning and optimization as well as health monitoring and diagnostics.
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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VALUE CREATION
PB.S AI POWERBRAINS™ OFF THE SHELF
PB.S‘s AI PowerBrains™ are going
to
be
offered
in
the
PowerBrain.Shop® online. Here a
customer can choose standardized
and trained AI PowerBrains™ which
are tailored for specific use cases
such as Visual Object Recognition
or Language Processing.
Significantly reducing the time to
market, such standardized AIs will
be configured and slightly adjusted
to meet the intelligence needs of
the respective business case.
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VALUE CREATION
PB.S-CONTROLCENTER™
The Quality of Service (QoS) offered by the PowerBrain.Shop® including the
performance of all of PB.S’s AI PowerBrains™ in the field and at data centers is going
to be monitored in real time by the PB.S Control Center™. Additionally, the QoS is
going to be periodically reported to our customers and real-time alerts can be
configured as well.
This way customers can configure and receive alert in case a business process comes
to
a
standstill
and
its
AI
PowerBrain™
stops
‘thinking‘
or a field device breaks down with a technical hardware defect and its AI PowerBrain™
no longer provides a ‘ heartbeat‘.
Additionally, at PowerBrain.Shop®’s headquarters there is going to be a central
report screen monitoring performance and ensuring full transparency and awareness
of all issues and escalations. This way we are able to always allocate the right
resources needed for full customer satisfaction.
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VALUE CREATION
MENTAL MODEL TRAINING & TESTING SUITE™
In nature, human brains are trained and continuously try to optimize their
performance. In the same way, a crucial factor for the performance of AI systems is
their mental model including the quantity and quality of training sessions performed,
along with a follow-up Quality Assurance (QA) test where the training results are
tested
under
normal
as
well
as
unusual
data
circumstances.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrain™ Model Training & Testing Suite™ provides all
relevant training and testing support functions needed in an easy-to-use software
tool. It is going to allow our customers to put their new models through multiple
rounds of automated validation, real-world-data simulations and testing before they
are confident to start the real-time QA testing phase and afterwards deploy the
trained PowerBrains™.
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VALUE CREATION
AI LIMITATION BY DESIGN™
In January 2016, Professor Stephen Hawking warned about the potential
dangers of AI and said that we need to recognise the possible threat before
it takes over. "We are not going to stop making progress, or reverse it, so we
have to recognise the dangers and control them. […] It's important to ensure
that these changes are heading in the right directions.“
Stephen Hawking was among more than 1,000 leading scientists and
businessmen to sign an open letter from the Future of Life Institute,
suggesting the ability to create autonomous weapons that think for
themselves as "feasible within years".
Additionally, the press is covering various stories of accidents of and with
autonomous vehicles implying malfunctions and/or insufficiencies of the
machine learning algorithms implemented here.
We want to clearly state that the business ethics of PowerBrain.Shop®’s
leadership team prevent us from going down this path. Instead, all our AI
products, processes and consulting engagements are going to include AI
Limitation by Design™, making sure that the limitations and boundaries of
one of PB.S’s PowerBrain™’s decision room are clearly defined, preventing
behavioural malfunctions from happening.
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VALUE CREATION
UTILITY TOKEN BASED BUSINESS MODEL
All of PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Business-to-Business (B2B) offerings including
PowerBrain™ and all other products and services are going to be invoiced
and based on transactions of the PowerBrain.Shop®‘s utility token running
on the Blockchain. The advantages of this crypto currency approach include:
- Transactional business model
where our customers can pay-per-use and buy-on-demand in realtime
based on the Blockchain operated utility token technology
- Lowest transaction cost
where crypto currency infrastructure is used to handle the technicalities of
all commercial transactions rather than the old traditional banking system
- Full transparency
of all cash flows towards and from PowerBrain.Shop®‘s crypto currency
accounts
- Easy integration
with other businesses based on realtime transactional payment capabilities
- Fully digital business
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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AI DeepTech

Hardware
Infrastructure
Vendor

PB.S’ AI TrainingSuite™
PB.S’ AI LimitationByDesign™

PB.S’ AI-BrainStore™
PB.S’ AI PowerBrain™ Templates
PB.S’ AI PowerBrain™ Templates
PB.S’ AI PowerBrain™ Templates

PB.S’ AI TestingSuite™
PB.S’ AI WatchDog™

PB.S’ AI-DataConnector™
PB.S’ AIBlockchainConnector™

DeepMind
Cloud
Computing
(Google)

ET Cloud
Computing
(Alibaba)

AI Hardware Vendors
●●●

Approximate
Computing
(IBM)
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Quantum
Computing
(IBM)

●●●

AI Development Consulting Services

PB.S’ AI ControlCenter™

PB.S Continuous Delivery + Integration
Services

PB.S’ AI-IDE™

AI Service Providers
Azure AI
Cloud
Computing
(Microsoft)

Infrastructure Service
Provider

AI Business Consulting Services

AI Components off the shelf – PB.S COS™

System Integrator

AI Software Development Toolbox of

PowerBrain.Shop®

Solution
Provider

VALUE CREATION
PB.S ARCHITECTURE PERSPECTIVE

Project Specific Infrastructure
Hardware and Service
Providers
●●●
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VALUE CREATION
PB.S PROCESS PERSPECTIVE
PB.S’ AI-IDE™
PB.S’ AI ControlCenter™
Industry
Quality
standardized AI for
typical use
cases and
platforms
Customer
Application +
AI Need

Shortest
Time To
Market

BLOCKCHAIN Integration
PB.S’ AI
Limitation
By
Design™

PB.S’ AIBrainStore™
Standard off
the Shelf
PB.S’AI
PowerBrain™

Template

PB.S’ AI Business Consulting
Services

Adjustment,
Re-Design,
Modelling of
PB.S Power
Brain™

Limitation
Assurance
of PB.S
Power
Brain™

PB.S’ AI
Training
Suite™

Training
of PB.S
Power
Brain™

PB.S’ AI
Testing
Suite™

Test and
Quality
Assurance of
PB.S Power
Brain™

Real Customer
Process Data

Input Data,
Information

PB.S Power
Brain™
deployed at
business case
and monitored
Deployable:
- Embedded
- OnPrem Server
- OnPrem Cloud
- Remote Cloud

Customer
Application
AI
Power Brain™

Output Data,
Information,
Actions
BLOCKCHAIN
Integration

PB.S’ AI Development Consulting Services

Most
CostEffective

Least AI
Expertise
needed

Modular
and
Projectable
Highest
Standardized
Quality

Most
Efficient

Highest
User
Friendlyness

PB.S Continuous Delivery + Integration Services
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Company Processes
and Standards
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COMPANY PROCESSES
QUALITY STANDARDS
As the PowerBrain.Shop®‘s PowerBrains™ are going to become mission critical elements of our end
customers’ core business processes, all of PowerBrain.Shop®’s products, solutions and services are
going to be developed and delivered in compliance with industry-leading standards and German and
Swiss industry-style Software Quality Assurance (SQA). This includes auditing of the standard
compliance as well.
Based on our industry veterans international corporate software industry experience, we are going to
implement all relevant industry quality standards, such as:
● DIN EN ISO 9001
● IEEE 730-2014 - Software Quality Assurance Processes
● Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 4
● Security by Design with CMMI for Development including
OPSD - Organizational Preparedness for Secure Development,
SMP - Secure Management in Projects
SRTS - Security Requirements and Technical Solution
SVV - Security Verification and Validation
● ISO/IEC 29100:2011 Privacy and Data Protection
● EU GDPR - European General Data Protection Regulation
● ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Information Security Management Standard
● ISO/IEC 27018:2014 Control objectives, controls and guidelines for implementing measures to
protect Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in accordance with the privacy principles in
ISO/IEC 29100 for the public cloud computing environment.
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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COMPANY PROCESSES
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Based on our industry veterans international software industry experience and executive
responsibilities for structuring and managing software development teams, we are going to
implement the ‘best in class’ software development process elements and approaches,
constantly improving to ensure the fine balance between:
● Agile and flexible product development
● Shortest time-to-market and time to integrate latest and technology innovations
● Robust and cyber secure software development operations and configuration
management
● International teamwork in a highly distributed organisation of top calibre AI talents
● Global sales and project delivery organisation to bring us closest to our customers and
markets – solving their problems, feeling their pulse
● Social project management and corporate participation and responsibility to retain our
world-class talent and live up to the market expectations
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COMPANY PROCESSES
GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY + PROCESS
As we are shaping brand new AI market segment, at the beginning we are going to focus on a
land-grab-strategy while building our own ecosystem of corporate customers, educational
multipliers, sales channel partners, system integrators and solution providers. As we are working
in the software industry for decades, we can rely on many personal and business relationships
supporting this phase.
1. Direct Sales to Corporate Customers
We know the majority of the relevant stakeholders and decision makers in more than 500 key
accounts personally and we are actively working on developments for 4 major global industry
accounts already. Our key accounts have hundreds of millions of IoT devices in tens of
thousands of projects already – to be AI enabled with AI PowerBrains™ by short term ‘over-theair’ updates!
2. Development of Sales Channel Partners for various regions and B2B
verticals
Here we identified more than 50 candidates across various verticals around the world

3. Establishments of Partnerships with major Systems Integrators
and Solution Providers
Here we know all relevant stakeholders and decision makers already
4. Direct Development of Educational and R&D Partnerships
with Universities
Here we know many relevant stakeholders already
© Copyright PowerBrainShop Holding Corp., Republic of Seychelles, 2019
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Use Case Examples
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #1
AI START-UP ENABLER
Business Problem Statement:
Lots of industries and public sectors face significant untapped potential for automation, business
process optimization and operations cost reduction. However, young Start-Up companies and project
teams often find it very difficult to implement an AI technology based solution, due to the sheer
complexity of the AI and Cloud supplier landscape, complexity of technologies and APIs to AI and
Cloud services offered. It takes a significant amount of time, AI expert resources and money to start
such an endeavour.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
As a B2B solution provider, the PowerBrain.Shop® is all about providing a common and high-quality
AI solution development framework of AI PowerBrain™ software architectures and AI capabilities which
enable new AI project teams and AI Start-Ups to rapidly design, build and test their solutions. This way
they can easily and quickly check the validity of their solution concepts and reduce the time to market
to an absolute minimum, while reducing their need for AI experts to a minimum as well. In case they
face a lack of funding in the early stage, this can be easily addressed by using our ‘PowerBrain™ as a
Service’ (PB.S’s PBaaS™) offering.
Furthermore, PowerBrain.Shop®‘s services can operate as a proxy between the business process in the
field and a provider of AI cloud services. Hence, flexible and anonymous use of such cloud service
providers is possible and they can be easily replaced if needed along the way as the business grows.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #2
AI FACTORY AUTOMATION
Business Problem Statement:
Operators of factories are interested in increasing the efficiency while reducing the operations expense (OPEX).
Of course, this implies a continuous reduction of staff needed to run the factory and an increase in health and
safety as well as quality improvement measures.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
In industrial automation PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ can be used at many process steps.
PowerBrains™ could be deployed, for example, in video surveillance cameras to detect the number of people
working in a certain dangerous area. This is very important to know in case of an emergency. They could even
detect who exactly it is through AI face recognition. To check the quality of the raw materials delivered to the
production site, AI PowerBrains™ could process sensor data such as chemical-analysis data, videos and images,
and automatically prevent low quality raw materials from entering the production process.
AI PowerBrains™ could be deployed in machines allowing them to talk with the operator, which can help reduce
the risk of misconfiguration or health and safety related accidents. Additionally, AI PowerBrains™ can monitor
the machines own health sensor data and recognize when it is time for performing a maintenance cycle –
offering predictive maintenance. Moreover, PowerBrains™ could also run in logistics robots on the shop floor or
in warehouses helping detect objects and people during their operation between the workers, helping avoid
accidents.
For quality assurance (QA) at the end of the production process AI PowerBrains™ can process sensor data and
video streams to recognize whether or not the products are within the quality criteria defined. Really, the
application of PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ are limitless.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #3
HIDDEN TUMOUR DETECTION
Business Problem Statement:
The incidence of tumours has increased dramatically over the past decades, with 17.5 million tumours
diagnosed in 2015 and 8.7 million patients dying. [8]
In order to reduce the cancer mortality rate, a very early diagnosis and tumour treatment is essential. Therefore,
medical professionals have to go through an expensive and time-consuming education and training, trying to
learn all relevant tumour indicators and apply all details they have learned during the preventive medical
examinations of their patients.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ enable medical suppliers of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to easily
develop AI applications which process hundreds of thousands of body images automatically, applying hundreds
of filters and checking for thousands of detailed tumour indicators. For the whole process all patient data and
images can stay on site at the hospital‘s data center ensuring highest levels of data privacy. The AI analysis is
based on huge training data sets, significantly improving the accuracy and reliability of the diagnosis – even if
the medical expert on site may be tired after a very long hospital day.
Additionally, PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ enable learning from each case through feedback-cycles,
helping to constantly improve the quality of the analysis.
AI PowerBrains™ can help find relevant tumour indicators as early as possible and allow people to enjoy a
longer, healthier life.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #3
HIDDEN TUMOUR DETECTION
Example: Liver Tumour

Original MRI Image
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #4
FINANCIAL FRAUD PREVENTION
Business Problem Statement:
Banking is becoming increasingly digital, automated and fast, leading to a reduction of human control
and opportunity for fraud detection. In the United Kingdom alone financial fraud losses across payment
cards, remote banking and cheques totalled £768.8 million in 2016, as figures from Financial Fraud
Action UK show. [20] For the whole world it is likely to be an annual damage of hundreds of billions of
dollars. Due to the continuous increase of digital banking and additional less regulated instruments such
as crypto currencies, chances are that this damage will increase even further.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
In banking PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ could be used along the entire transaction process
chain to add value by detecting irregular transaction patterns. First and foremost, they can become part
of the bank‘sdetection and verification systems to protect customers by early identification of criminal
activity patterns leading to unauthorised fraudulent transactions via payment cards, remote banking,
cheque
and
authorised
push
payments,
etc.
Additionally, PowerBrains™ could monitor digital currency wallets on a smart phone or online app,
intelligently recognizing irregular transaction requests and alarming the wallet owner immediately of the
attempted crime.
Additionally, PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ enable learning from each case through feedbackcycles, helping to constantly improve the quality of the crime detection and allowing other banks and
wallet
apps
to
be
prepared
and
prevent
similar
fraud
from
occurring.
This helps create positive online banking experiences and happy banking customers.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #5
SKIN CANCER DETECTION
Medical Problem Statement:
“The incidence of skin cancers has increased dramatically over the past decades,” states Prof. Dr. Dietrick
Abeck. “Worldwide, more than 3-million non-melanoma skin cancers and 150,000 melanoma skin
cancers are diagnosed each year. One in every three cancers diagnosed is a skin cancer.” [7]
In order to reduce the skin cancer mortality rate a very early diagnosis and treatment is essential.
Therefore, medical professionals have to go through an expensive and time-consuming education and
training, trying to learn all relevant skin cancer indicators and apply all details they have learned during
the preventive medical examinations of their patients.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ enable medical suppliers to easily develop AI applications which
process skin images automatically, applying hundreds of filters and checking for thousands of detailed
indicators of skin cancer. For the whole process all patient data and images can stay on site at the
hospital‘s
data
center
ensuring
highest
levels
of
data
privacy.
The AI analysis is based on huge training data sets, significantly improving the accuracy and reliability of
the diagnosis – even if the medical expert on site may be tired after a very long hospital day. Of course,
such applications could also be implemented for end users checks with their own smart mobile phones.
Additionally PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ enable learning from each case through feedbackcycles,
helping
to
constantly
improve
the
quality
of
the
analysis
this
way.
AI PowerBrains™ can help finding relevant indicators as early as possible and allow people enjoy their
healthy life.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #6
NEW PHARMACY PRODUCTS
Business Problem Statement:
Due to an increase of regulation, customer quality expectations and ethical concerns, developing new
drugs and medicine has become increasingly expensive, having reached the billion dollar mark already.

PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
In pharmacy PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ could be used along the entire new product
development
and
continuous
improvement
process.
In the early stages of new product development, PowerBrains™ could help develop trillions of possible
digital drug samples within the active pharmaceutical ingredient target room defined. [Source: 25]
In a next step, these could be digitally tested by other PowerBrains™ for their pharmaceutical
effectiveness and lack of negative side effects, before continuing the usual field tests. This digitally and
artificially intelligent generation, testing and shortlisting would reduce the overall new product
development cost dramatically.
Additionally PowerBrain.Shop®‘s PowerBrains™ enable learning from each case through feedbackcycles, helping to constantly improve the quality of new drugs this way.
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USE CASE EXAMPLE #7
RETAILER BUSINESS OPTIMIZATION
Business Problem Statement:
Due to an increase of competition and customer quality expectations retailers are under significant
pressure to optimize all their business processes and improve the customer experience.
PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Solution:
In fact, PowerBrain.Shop®‘s AI PowerBrains™ could be used to optimize various retail-related business
process elements, such as telephone and video Chatbots including Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Computer Vision and Customer Behavior Tracking, Inventory Prediction and Management, Supply Chain
Management, Price Optimization, Automated Merchandising, Programmatic Advertising, Market
Forecasting and Location Optimization in store.
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69

Team
Note: Due to recent attempts from our competition trying to
steal our intellectual property and hire key AI talents from our
organisation, unfortunately we can no longer disclose our key AI
experts to the general public. However, all details and all data
are available under NDA for institutional investors and major
private token buyers.
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:
During 20 years in the software industry with a focus on AI and ML enabled
applications Samuel has advised ministers and parliament committees,
worked as an innovator and thought leader in various senior management
and executive sales leadership roles of the corporate ICT world as well as in
multiple HighTech-StartUps in countries such as the USA, Finland, Germany,
Austria, Norway and in Great Britain. Samuel is a habitual entrepreneur,
holding seven patents and having two decades of commercial Start-Up
experience. Having worked as manager in Siemens, IBM, General Electric
and other industry leaders, Samuel is very experienced in scaling teams
from dozens to hundreds of people, organizing the structural growth and
driving market and business development activities globally in various
private industries and public sectors. He is a frequent international public
speaker at ICT, energy industry and innovation events.

Samuel T. Stähle
Inventor & Founder
Chairman of the Board
Netherlands
https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuel-t-staehle-0868b211/

Academic Degrees:
● British MSc. in Programme and Project Management with distinction,
focused
on
ICT
&
Software
Industry
● German Diplom (‚MSc. in Eng.‘) in Computer Science with distinction,
focused on Knowledge Processing and Distributed Computer Systems
● German vocational training in Computer Science, Software Development
and ICT.
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Leadership Style:

TEAM
TOP TALENTS

As a Leader, my no. 1 priority is getting the big ideas and concepts right – and
communicated to our whole team consisting of top-talents from the software industry
which I handpicked.
I’m going to provide inspiration in a variety of ways and give motivation and energy,
particularly at the toughest of times – as that is truly a force multiplier.

I’ll set a tone that will enable the organization to be a learning organization and inspire a
culture of constant learning. I’m a practitioner of “affirmative leadership” (which conveys the
conviction that each of us seeks to do the best we can). In the wake of a setback, my
leadership team and I need to analyze and reflect on what happened, accept responsibility,
determine the lessons that should be learned, incorporate those lessons in the
organization’s strategy, plans and policies, take action to mitigate the risks of further such
setbacks, and then “ruck up” again and drive on, striving to focus forward while being
informed by the lessons learned.

Samuel T. Stähle
Inventor & Founder
Chairman of the Board
Netherlands
https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuel-t-staehle-0868b211/

I‘m going to share hardship and provide steadfast leadership in the face of adversity. I’m
going to convey the importance of the tasks in which our team is engaged. I’ll be present at
the “point of decision” during critical moments of our business growth and strategic
development. I‘m going to provide an example of fortitude, forthrightness and
determination.
I will promote industry excellence and publicly recognize it. At the same time, I‘m going to
treat people with respect and, even if we recognize the need to allow a member of our
team to seek other opportunities, I will always strive to allow such individuals to depart with
their dignity intact.
Ultimately my goal is to provide each of my direct reports and the organization collectively
the leadership style that will help bring out the best in each of us.
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Industry Experience:

TEAM
TOP TALENTS

During 20 years in the software industry Christian has worked in various
hands-on and leadership roles in corporate as well as medium and agile
small sized software development teams. As a thought leader in HighPerformance Distributed Systems Architecture, he holds multiple patents
and knows how to lead and motivate software development teams.
Additionally he is an expert in establishing organisations and technical setups that operate world class Development Operations Systems and
Processes
for
continuous
integration
and
testing.

Christian Kramer
Chief Technology Officer
Co-Founder &
Member of the Board
Germany

With a clear focus on full-stack software development including large scale
mission critical SCADA systems for the energy industry as well as highly
efficient embedded systems for the automotive and healthcare sectors,
software architecture and design, software development and build process
operations as well as project management and machine learning, Christian
has built a multi-dimensional and holistic expertise based on his experience
in various high-tech software businesses.
Academic Degrees:
● German university Diplom in Computer Science + Business, University of
Ingolstadt
● Vocational training at SIEMENS in Industrial Commercial Business
Management, Germany
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:
During 20+ years in the industry Lars has worked in various commercial
leadership roles and as CFO in medium as well as agile small sized
software
development
businesses.
He knows how to provide financial guidance and lead a team and its
commercial operations, how to restructure organisations to achieve
commercial success and systematically develop the revenue streams
across
multiple
different
markets.

Lars Bogatzki
Chief Financial Officer
Germany

Lars is also experienced in setting-up management processes based on
KPIs and hold everyone accountable to meeting their commercial and
organizational targets. He is going to lead the organizational and
process set-up for a full integration of PowerBrain.Shop®’s Blockchain
based
utility token into all our business processes and customer interactions.
Additionally he will ensure our successful listing at crypto currency
exchanges.
Academic Degrees:
● German Dipl. (MSc.) in Economics, University of Düsseldorf

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lars-bogatzki-93b154104/
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:
Versatile and accomplished goal driven senior professional with
significant National and International experience. A recognised industry
figure, Jess has excellent all round corporate level experience, having
been a Senior Executive with small, medium and large corporations. His
experience encompasses all aspects of business, having been
responsible for sales, marketing, business development and customer
support.

Jess Thompson-Hughes
Chief Revenue Officer,
Head of Business
Development and Sales
United Kingdom
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesst1/

At home at C-level, and accomplished at multi-level Business Strategy
and IT consultancy. Jess has a broad and in-depth knowledge of
technologies. Having spent 20 years developing national, regional &
global routes to market, Jess is a junky for cutting edge technology &
innovation.
Academic Degrees:
● MSc. Leading Innovation & Change (Strategy
Management), York St John University, York, U.K.

&

Change

● BSc. Information Technology, University of Phoenix, U.S.A.

● BTEC HNC Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Royal School of
Signals – British Army, U.K.
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:

During about 20 years in various corporate commercial roles as well as
business process organization and orchestration roles from SIEMENS AG
headquarters, Germany to German Chamber of Industry and Commerce,
Cairo, Egypt Peter has gained significant experience in business process
analysis,
design
and
compliance.
Additionally he is very experienced in procurement and export control
functions supporting international high-technology growth businesses.
He knows how to drive processes and standards into organisations and
hold everyone accountable – adding significant value to our business.

Peter Hohlwegler
Process Compliance and
Standards Manager,
ICO Marketing Manager
Germany
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-hohlwegler-675051167/

Academic Degrees:
● German Dipl. (MSc.) in Economics, University of Bonn-Rhein-Sieg,
Germany
● German vocational training as Commercial Professional including
Import/Export (‘Groß- und Außenhandels-Kaufmann), Bonn, Germany
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:
Alexander is a professional economist with substantial expertise in
Stock Market Trading, Financial Controlling and Financial Risk
Management including Crypto Currency Risks and Trading.
Additionally he has got significant expertise in SAP business system
set-up and operation as well as crypto currencies, exchanges and
trading.

Alexander van Bruck
Financial Controlling &
Crypto Utility Token
Manager
Germany

Academic Degrees:
● BSc. in Economics, University of Hof, Germany

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-van-bruck-b42017164/
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Industry Experience:
Ilja is a professional Attorney at Law and has significant experience in
the field of Capital Markets, Investment Banking and Regulatory Law
(completed stations were Germany's Financial Supervisory Authority
("BaFin"), the biggest German stock exchange ("Deutsche Börse AG"),
auditing company ("PwC Legal"), investment bank ("Dero Bank AG") and
cryptocurrency stock exchange ("CryptoBridge").
Additionally, he has got significant expertise in the ICO process and its
various legal implications.

Ilja Geier

Academic Degrees:

Attorney at Law
Germany

● Executive Master in Business Administration (EMBA) in Mergers &
Acquisitions, University of Münster, Germany

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilja-geier-4894b85a/

● First State Examination in Law, University of Münster, Germany

● Second State Examination in Law, District Court Münster, Germany
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TEAM
BOARD MEMBERS
Experience:

Andrew Salmon
CMG OBE

Member of the Board
Senior Executive Advisor
United Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Salmon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andy-salmon-cmg-obe-2a812521/

Andy helps senior leaders and teams in industry and the corporate world
accelerate impact and increase value, through co-creating their journey to
success and injecting high performance through practice. Before that, he spent
36 years in the Royal Marines and was a former Commandant General, Head of
Service. His commando service includes several tours of Northern Ireland, the
Falklands War (1982), Northern Iraq (1991), Angola (1992), Sierra Leone (twice in
2000), Baghdad (2003) and, latterly, as the last British Commanding General of
coalition forces in Basra, Iraq (2008/9). He built NATO’s new Comprehensive
Crisis Operations Management Centre in 2011/12 and introduced a
comprehensive coaching system into the Royal Marines in 2006/7. He led the
programme to build the new Navy Command structure in 2004-6 and sat on the
Navy Board in 2009/10. He is a senior visiting fellow at the London School of
Economics and sits on the Advisory Board of the DFiD-funded Conflict Research
Programme. He is also a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. As Senior Executive
Advisor, Andy will be shaping a high performance culture in our global team and
organization, whilst providing leadership guidance to our C-Suite. He is a
trusted mentor and advisor to Samuel, who are both Warwick University Alumni.

Academic Degrees:
● Master of Arts in Defence Studies, King's College London, United Kingdom
● Bachelor of Arts in Modern History, University of Warwick, United Kingdom
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Experience:

TEAM
BOARD MEMBERS

Christian has 20+ years experience as a serial entrepreneur in corporate, research and
start-up environments. He was responsible for the set-up of trading entities, e.g. at
E.ON Sales & Trading, Germany, Edison Trading, Italy, and Avelar Energy, Switzerland.
Furthermore, he held a professorship at Germany’s leading private business school
and designed, accredited and managed an Executive MBA in Energy Sales and Trading.
In addition, he was a core leadership member during the start-up process of Norway’s
most innovative research centre for smart energy markets and cities.
He founded and later on sold Powermonitor GmbH, an innovative service provider for
the European commodity trading industry, that reached European-wide media
attention. Being the winner of a start-up company competition, Christian currently
manages the growth of NEWTILITY, a company that revolutionizes residential
electricity supply based on blockchain and AI technologies. The latter become also
applied in the CFD trading entity that Christian set-up and runs from Zurich.

Dr. Christian Kunze
Member of the Board
Senior Executive Advisor
Switzerland

Christian’s core strength is the hands-on commercialization of innovative research
results. He is a trusted advisor to Samuel who both used to work together in Norway.

Academic Degrees:
● PhD in Business Administration, University of Wuppertal, Germany, in cooperation
with Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals, Washington DC, U.S.A.
● University Diploma in Business Administration, University of Wuppertal, Germany

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christian-kunze-a9284118/
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TEAM
TOP TALENTS
Our Research and Development is going to be headquartered in the Netherlands with
additional offices in Germany and Switzerland.
Additionally we have identified an optional short term acquisition target in Germany which is
an AI business with 35 Machine Learning (ML) and AI software industry professionals whose
very senior owner has an appetite to integrate his business into PowerBrain.Shop® to further
strengthen our competence and talent pool – and allowing him to retire knowing his team in
very good company.
Additionally we have identified an optional talent pool of more than 50 industry-proven

● Software Developers
● AI and Machine Learning Experts
● Managers
● Software Business Consultants and
● Software Sales Talents
who we know from our professional work in the industry and who we approached and intend
to hire from major players in our AI industry – but cannot disclose in this public document at
this very point in time due to the highly competitive AI market place we are operating in.
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Utility Token
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HOW TO BUY TOKENS
The AIPBS Utility Token public ICO Crowdsale is scheduled
is going lasts for 6 months which are split in the following 6 phases:
50% Bonus
Phase
4 weeks

40% Bonus
Phase
4 weeks

30% Bonus
Phase
4 weeks

to

begin

20% Bonus
Phase
4 weeks

on April 15th

10% Bonus
Phase
4 weeks

2019,

00:01

UTC

and

Regular
Sale Phase
4 weeks

Depending on each phase the number of utility tokens you buy per ETH differs – and so do their prices.
Starting with the Public ICO Token Sales process, AIPBS utility tokens are going to be created depending on market demand and
NO
ADDITIONAL
AIPBS
UTILITY
TOKEN
ARE
GOING
TO
BE
GENERATED
IN
FUTURE!
In the Crowdsale Public ICO 70% of the AIPBS token are sold to the general public. Depending on the market demand,
PowerBrain.Shop®’s Crowdsale is expected to mint between 22,222,000 AIPBS Token (Softcap $3M USD) and 1,481,481,000 AIPBS
Token (Hardcap $200M USD) depending on demand and ETH value (assumption above: 1 ETH = $ 135 USD).
Purchases can be made with Ethereum (ETH) at volume of at least 500 AIPBS for the following rate:
The following bonus phase schedule applies:
15. April 2019 – 12. May 2019:
50% Bonus
13. May 2019 – 9. June 2019:
40% Bonus
10. June 2019 – 7. July 2019:
30% Bonus
8. July 2019 – 4. August 2019:
20% Bonus
5. August 2019 – 1. September 2019:
10% Bonus
2. September 2019 –29. September 2019: 0% Bonus

500 AIPBS = 0.5 ETH

Exchange Listings
Currently and based on community feedback we are planning the listing at
multiple exchanges, most likely the highest volume exchanges (in Q3/2019)
of such as

● Binance
● Bithumb
● Bibox
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● ZB.com
● DOBI trade ● DigiFinex
● EtherDelta ● ForkDelta

● Kucoin
● CoinBene
● HitBTC
● OKEx Huobi
and various others.
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HOW TO BUY TOKENS
1. At the Public Sale Launch Date April 15, 2019, the company will provide token sales system for token investment on its website.
The Buyer must ensure that the URL of the Buyer's web browser indicates that it is using a hypertext transport protocol secure
connection ( https://powerbrain.shop ) and that the domain name is correct.
2. As a precondition to purchase AIPBS Utility Tokens, the Buyer must have an Ethereum (ETH) Cryptocurrency wallet that supports
the ERC20 token standard established and operational and loaded with Ethereum (ETH) in order to receive AIPBS Tokens after
purchase.

3. To register for purchasing AIPBS Utility Tokens the Buyer shall:
3.1 Undergo a registration procedure to obtain a personal user account available on our website
3.2 Follow the on-screen instructions and provide all relevant data in the registration process
3.3 the Buyer shall state his/her wallet address / public address in the registration form.
4. To purchase AIPBS Utility Tokens through our website, the Buyer shall transfers at least 0.5 Ethereum (ETH) Cryptocurrency from
her/his wallet to the

AIPBS Utility Token Smart Contract address:
0x170696c07bd0a7790c706377ce055ff44778cf9d
The Company anticipates that the distribution of the Utility Tokens from the AIPBS Smart Contract to Token Buyers wallets will
occur
immediately
afterwards
depending
only
on
the
Blockchain
processing
speed.
At the successful end of the Public Sale AIBPS Utility Tokens are going to be listed at public Cryptocurrency exchanges for
trading.
Note: Do not use the general wallet of your token exchange service company to participate in the AIPBS Token Sale as it does
not allow identifying individual Buyers from this exchange. In case the company’s KYC / AML process identifies criminals as
participants in the Public Sale, all their token will be frozen / deactivated forever and their payments are going to be refunded.
For cyber security reasons the company will never ask you via E-Mail for your password(s) or private wallet address or key files at
any time. All Tokens will be of equal functionality.
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HOW TO BUY TOKENS
BEGINNER’S GUIDE
In case this is your first ICO crowdfunding you want to participate in, you basically need to follow
the process outlined below:
To buy 0.51 Ethereum or more
you can use various services
worldwide via Bank Transfer or
Credit Card such as:
You need to make
a decision

Fully Read and
Understand
Whitepaper and
Token Purchase
Agreement

Utility Token
Purchase
Decision

coinbase.com
coinmama.com
etoro.com
plus500.com

Register at
website

etc.

Buy
Ethereum

You register at:
https://PowerBrain.Shop

Buy Utility
Tokens

Simply send 0.5 Ethereum
or more to the AIPBS
Utility Token Smart
Contract Address shown
on the previous slide
starting with 0x170696c …

You automatically receive our
Token in your
Wallet

After
successful
ICO finish
trade Tokens

At the exchanges where
AIPBS are goint to be
publicly listed

Note: As a starter, you may want to read additional How-Tos such as:

https://cointelegraph.com/ethereum-for-beginners/how-to-buy-ethereum
https://cointelegraph.com/ico-101/how-to-buy-ico-tokens-beginners-guide#1-register-for-an-ico-through-the-projects-website
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION +
USE OF FUNDING
Utility Token Distribution
70% of the AIPBS tokens are going to be offered to the general public.
25% of the tokens distributed are going to be allocated to PowerBrain.Shop®’s pool of
founding team members, advisors, partners, employees and 3rd party service companies.
5% of the tokens distributed are going to be allocated to the ICO’s Bounty marketing programme

Use of Token Sale Proceeds
The AIPBS Utility Token Sale is going to fund:
60% Research and Product Development of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
3% Building the Community and Ecosystem of Users and Customers, Developers,
Sales Channel and University Partners
6% Marketing, Business Development and Sales
5% Securing PBS intellectual property globally (cost for lawyers and patent processes)
3% Scaling the PowerBrain.Shop® platform and AI PowerBrains™ for global deployment
8% General business operations (incl. Crypto Currency Exchange listings, accounting, finance, legal)
15% VAT of the Republic of Seychelles Revenue Commission (SRC)
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PowerBrain.Shop®
Questions + Answers
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q: What is an ICO?

A: An Initial Coin Offering / Initial Token Offering or ICO / ITO is a medium of exchange or trading of crypto
currencies of liquid value for future crypto coins / tokens. An ICO / ITO is typically used to raise money to
crowdfund and form a new crypto currency based company project. ICO’s are done by the project’s supporters
and developers to mutually gain from it by distributing and regulating initial coin supply. [28]
Q: How does an ICO work?
A: An ICO usually takes place in the very early stages of the project. Initially, ICO’s were introduced with the idea
to pre-sell coins/tokens and fund new company projects this way. Therefore Whitepaper is presented by the
entrepreneur(s) describing the technical specifications and business model of the company project. A timeline is
set and a coin distribution and target budget are decided. At the public token sale or crowdfunding stage, new
tokens are purchased with established crypto currencies like Ethereum. [28]
Q: At which Crypto Currency Exchanges are your Utility Token going to be listed?
A: Currently and based on community feedback we are planning the listing at multiple exchanges,
most likely the highest volume exchanges (in Q3/2019) of such as
● Binance

● Bittrex

● ZB.com

● Kucoin

● CoinBene

● Bithumb

● DOBI trade

● DigiFinex

● HitBTC

● OKEx Huobi

● Bibox

● EtherDelta

● ForkDelta

and various others.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q: What is the PowerBrain.Shop®?
A: We are a high-technology Software Start-Up company offering essential AI development tools, AI
PowerBrains™ and managed AI services for the next stage of simplification of Artificial Intelligence
implementation. As key-enabler for a mass-market implementation of AI we are becoming a crucial AI
business element.
Q: What is unique about the PowerBrain.Shop®?
A: As outlined in this whitepaper, our company is disrupting the global AI software market place by
● being the very 1st Mover in unchartered AI business territory establishing a completely new market
role of a ‘Virtual AI operator’ as an abstraction layer from the deep-tech and datacenter and cloud
providers so that an implemented is no longer technically and commercially locked into a deep-tech
vendor
● and combining it with pre-designed, structured and pre-trained AI PowerBrains™ enabling the
shortest time to market for all businesses which intend to develop an AI based solution while
ensuring industry quality in the AI PowerBrains™ and AI Components Off the Shelf™ (AI COS™)
● combined with AI development tools such as training data management and training quality
support
tools
ensuring
a
measurable
AI
training
quality
● and offering it in a structured license, royalties and service fee model
● adding core AI business value into all AI applications and use cases
● and operating this business driven by utility tokens running on the Blockchain for lowest transaction
cost at highest transaction speeds.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q: What is unique about your team?
A: We have handpicked the finest leadership talents from the software industry, very significant AI
expertise and decades of first hand AI software development experience, industrial distributed
software system development and integration expertise and industry grade quality assurance, cyber
security and delivery expertise. Based on these decades of experience we are very well prepared to
deliver B2B AI components for the toughest environments and mission critical systems.
Additionally we have a large network of active SME and big corporate customers and sales channel
partners around the world – enabled and supported by our very own world class executives and sales
talents. As we pre-tested our innovation with various major stakeholders of these customer
organisations, we rest assured that our business will grow very quickly.
Q: What makes the PowerBrain.Shop®‘s Utility Token so unique?
A: Our Utility Tokens are a key enabler and essential part of our Blockchain-based transactional AI
business model – hence the demand for them is going to be driven continuously by the growth of
our business footprint in the global market places.
Q: Is there a ‘Bounty Programme’ for promotion and marketing?
A: Yes, there is. Just reach out to us via Telegram Group, for example.
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ROADMAP
Q3/2019 (1/2)
• Genesis of PowerBrain.Shop through kick-off and operational start: 2nd. April
• Payments
• Service API + AI Abstraction Layer
• Scalability
• Security
• Ecosystem
• PowerBrains deployed
• Establishment of Token Exchange Listing
• Launch of commercial PowerBrain.Shop webportal
• Launch of online transactional payment portal for PowerBrain.Shop’s utility tokens
• File Patent Applications
• Final selection of Accounting and Auditing partners
• Set-up of financial management, accounting and control office (CFO), Commercial
Business Planning process start incl. Financial Planning and Budgeting for next 3
years
• Set-up of R+D Project Management Office
• Set-Up of Customer Service Desk and Ticket System
• Team formation by official hiring and contracting

Q4/2018
• PoC implementation
• test of AI innovation concepts invented
• test of software architectures and designs
• ICO preparation
• Customer engagement

ICO
Q4/2018

Q1/2019

Q1/2019
• Finalization of the establishment of
all legal business unit structures
•
•
•

•

Finish of ICO Preparation
ICT Set-Up definition finished
Shortlisting of additional hires for year
1-3 including Research +Development,
support functions, etc.
Customer engagement

Q2/2019

Q3/2019

Q4/2019

Q2/2019
• ICO Start
• Transition information to all fixed hires
• Preparation of Token Exchange Listings
• Establishment of ‚the company handbook‘ including
the agile manifest of software development and continuous delivery
model and the
envisioned company culture, team spirit, values and priorities.
• Dev.Ops SetUp defined and in place
• Software development of 1st testing release ready for Hackathon
user group testing
• Start of continuous company presentation at various international
AI, ICT, IoT and industry exhibitions
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Q1/2020

Q2/2020

Q3/2020

Q4/2020

Q3/2019 (2/2)
• Marketing, Business Development and Sales process start and structuring of a
Marketing Plan, Sales Plan and Revenue Targets
• Requirements specification for Marketing and Sales Material
• Set-Up of inbound-marketing tools and CRM system as well as active lead
generation process
• Hackathon scheduling and organization for each of next quarters to close the
feedback-look to our own development team
• AI User Group website & community set-up
• Product Management process start
• UX-Design process start
• Milestone: 1st commercial PowerBrain deployed in test and operation
• Talent development: Sign-Up team members for MIT Sloan and MIT CSAIL
Artificial Intelligence program
• Ecosystem Partner Development process start
• Market and Ecosystem research initiative start
• Sales Channel Partner approach and shortlisting
• University and College partners research and shortlisting
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ROADMAP
Q4/2019
• Hiring and contracting process finish
• General Availability: 1st demo release ready for Hackathon user group testing
• 1st Hackathon
• UX Review and Optimization
• Start of monthly and quarterly Roadmap Review and Next Major Release (N) Plan Review (content and timing) and Release N+1 Plan Review (content only)
• Start of monthly Sales Review of licensed customers and service revenues, standard prospects, strategic prospects
• Marketing: Recoding of introductory video clips and trainings
• Completion of our AI Capability & Interface Radar – Analysis of all AI capabilities offered in the market place & roadmap adjustment accordingly
• 1st release of Full Data Export Feature – Anti-Vendor-Lock-In
• Finish onboarding of 10 ecosystem partners
• Finish onboarding of 5 major industry / corporate customers
• Milestone: 25 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation

Q4/2018

Q1/2019

Q2/2019

Q3/2019

Q4/2019

Q1/2020

Q2/2020

Q3/2020

Q4/2020

Q1/2020
• 2nd Hackathon user group session
• Finish onboarding of 10 additional ecosystem partners
• Finish onboarding of 10 additional major industry / corporate customers
• Milestone: 75 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation
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ROADMAP
Q2/2020
• 3rd Hackathon user group session
• General Availability: 1st Industrialized Product Release V1.0
• Finish onboarding of 5 additional ecosystem partners
• Finish onboarding of 15 additional major industry / corporate customers
• Milestone: >200 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation

Q4/2018

Q1/2019

Q2/2019

Q3/2019

Q4/2019

Q4/2020
•
5th Hackathon user group session
•
General Availability: 2nd industrialized Product Release V2.0
•
Finish onboarding of 5 additional ecosystem partners
•
Finish onboarding of 60 additional major industry / corporate customers
•
Milestone: >1800 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation

Q1/2020

Q2/2020

Q3/2020

Q4/2020

Q3/2020
• 4th Hackathon user group session
• Finish onboarding of 5 additional ecosystem partners
• Finish onboarding of 20 additional major industry / corporate customers
• Business and Operational Expansion by establishing 2 additional regional sales
and professional services offices in Asia and Americas
• Milestone: >600 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation

2021
•
•
•
•
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6th Hackathon user group session
Finish onboarding of 5 additional ecosystem partners
Finish onboarding of 60 additional major industry / corporate customers
Milestone: >5400 commercial PowerBrains deployed in test and operation
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CONTACT CHANNELS
Website: https://PowerBrain.Shop

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/powerbrainshop
YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCljRA9nLfR4W0-ymhk0ehfQ
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/PowerBrainShop/
Telegram Group:

t.me/powerbrainshopgroup

Telegram News Channel: t.me/powerbrainshop
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ShopPowerbrain / @ShopPowerbrain
BitCoinTalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5125745.new#new
Whitepaper: https://powerbrain.shop/whitepaper_pdf
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
This Utility Token Purchase Agreement has been made and entered into by and between
(1) POWERBRAINSHOP Holding Corporation
Global Gateway 8
Rue de la Perle
Providence

Mahé
Republic of Seychelles
Registered Company No.: 210965
(„PowerBrain.Shop®” or “PowerBrain.Shop” or “PowerBrainShop” or “PBS”)
and
(2) Utility Token Buyer
(„Buyer“ or „Token Holder“ or „Purchaser“).
This Utility Token Purchase Agreement (this “Agreement”) contains the terms and conditions that govern your use of the AIPBS
distribution smart contract (the “AIPBS Distribution Contract”); use of the ERC-20 AIPBS utility token smart contact and purchase of
the related ERC-20 compatible tokens distributed on the Ethereum blockchain (the “AIPBS Tokens”) and is an agreement
between you or the entity that you represent (“Buyer” or “you”) and PowerBrain.Shop® (“PowerBrain.Shop®” together with its
parent company, subsidiaries and affiliates, “Company”). Buyer, PowerBrain.Shop® and Company are herein referred to
individually as a “Party” and collectively, as the “Parties”.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual representations, warranties and agreements contained in this Agreement, and
for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Company and Buyer
hereby agree as follows:
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Whitepaper document contains statements related to our future business and financial performance and future events or developments
involving PowerBrain.Shop® that may constitute forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements or information involves
known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results
implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by words such as “expect”, “target”, “anticipate”,
“intend”, “seek”, “plan”, “estimate”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “would”, “if”, “may”, “possible”, “project”, “company project”, "believe", assume",
"expect", "forecast", "may", "might", "can", "will“ or words of similar meaning or form. However, these words are not the exclusive means of
identifying forward-looking statements.
Such statements are based on the current expectations and certain assumptions of PowerBrain.Shop®’s management, of which many are
beyond PowerBrain.Shop®’s control, and are therefore subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results, financial situation, development or performance of the company and
those explicitly or implicitly presumed in these statements. Against the background of these uncertainties, readers should not rely on forwardlooking statements. PowerBrain.Shop® assumes no responsibility to update forward-looking statements or to adapt them to future events or
developments. Should one or more of these risks, uncertainties or factors materialize, or should underlying expectations not occur or
assumptions prove incorrect, actual results, performance or achievements of PowerBrain.Shop® may (negatively or positively) vary materially
from those described explicitly or implicitly in the relevant forward-looking statement. All forward-looking statements only speak as of the
date when they were made and PowerBrain.Shop® neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, unless required by law, to update or revise
these forward-looking statements in light of developments which differ from those anticipated.
This Whitepaper document might include – in the applicable financial reporting framework not clearly defined – supplemental financial
measures that are or may be alternative performance measures. These supplemental financial measures may have limitations as analytical
tools and should not be viewed in isolation or as alternatives to measures of PowerBrain.Shop®’s net assets and financial positions or results
of operations as presented in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework in its Consolidated Financial Statements. Other
companies that report or describe similarly titled alternative performance measures may calculate them differently, which may therefore not
be comparable.
All statements and content of this Whitepaper, estimates, and financial information contained in this whitepaper, on the PowerBrain.Shop®
website, in press releases, video statements and streams, or in any other place, accessible by the public, and oral statements that may be
made by PowerBrain.Shop®, its founders, management team members, employees and any third party involved in the PowerBrain.Shop®
company project and acting on behalf of PowerBrain.Shop®, that are not statements of historical fact, constitute forward-looking statements
or information.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
PURCHASE OF PowerBrain.Shop®’S UTILITY TOKENS INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK, AND BUYERS SHOULD NOT SPEND ANY
FUNDS IN THIS CROWDSALE UNLESS THEY CAN AFFORD TO LOSE THEIR ENTIRE AMOUNT SPENT.
All information and content provided in this whitepaper is to be used on an “as is” basis. In making a decision to purchase
PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens, you must rely on your own examination of the company project and the terms thereof, including the
merits and all different risks involved. Prior to making a decision regarding the purchase of PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens, you should
consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s), as to all matters concerning this purchase, and carefully review and
consider this entire whitepaper. Prospective token purchasers are encouraged to ask questions about PowerBrain.Shop®, its
business and the Terms of Sale of the Crowdsale, and to request such data as may be necessary to enable you to make an
informed purchase decision.
DISCLAIMER AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
It is envisaged that PowerBrain.Shop® qualifies as an operating company engaged in business activities based in Republic of
Seychelles. The Company will primarily engage in generating intellectual property, know-how and best-in-class processes on how
to develop, train, test, manage and operate Artificial Intelligence Software Solutions supported by the Blockchain technology and
transactional Crypto currency payment models.

The utility token of PowerBrain.Shop® will be sold by a public offering in Republic of Seychelles in private placements to qualified
investors outside of the United States of America, always in full compliance with the applicable regulation and law. In relation to
each member state of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC), no
offering of the utility token may be made which would result in a requirement for the publication of a prospectus pursuant to the
European Union’s Prospectus Directive.
By participating in the PowerBrain.Shop®’s Utility Token Pre Sale and /or Initial Token Offering (ITO / ICO) Crowdsale (the Presale
and the ITO/ICO together referred to as the “Crowdsale”), as defined in the PowerBrain.Shop® whitepaper (the “Whitepaper”), or
making use of any information in the Whitepaper or in PowerBrain.Shop®’s business plan or available on PowerBrain.Shop®’s
website, buyers and investors agree to the statements provided in this disclaimer (the “Disclaimer”).
Buyers / investors further understand and accept that the information provided in the Whitepaper and on the website are of
descriptive nature only and does not provide any legal rights to the buyers / investors unless explicitly stated.
KYC and AML
The Company will conduct customary know your customer (KYC) and anti money-laundering (AML) proceedings for each potential
buyer of its utility token before buyers are finally approved to purchase any utility tokens.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
TAX IMPLICATIONS
Potential investors and buyers (‘buyer’) are urged to consult their own regional local tax advisors as to the tax
consequences of acquiring, owning and disposing utility tokens of the company.
The purpose of this whitepaper is to present a summary of PowerBrain.Shop®’s business model, value proposition and
an introduction to the PowerBrain.Shop® crowd sale for potential utility token purchasers in connection with the
proposed utility token sale.
The information set forth below may be changed for any reason, may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
elements of a contractual relationship. The sale and purchase of PowerBrain.Shop®’S utility tokens is governed by the
Terms of Sale available on the company website of PowerBrain.Shop®.
If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional
advisor(s) and immediately navigate away from the PowerBrain.Shop® website and do not contribute to the
development of PowerBrain.Shop®’s company project.
This Whitepaper does not purport to be all-inclusive or contains all information that a potential investor may desire in
examining the company project. This Whitepaper’s sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information in
order for potential investors to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the company project and the
company with the intent of acquiring PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens.
The buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop® does not act as a tax agent for the buyer. The buyer bears
the sole responsibility to determine his/her tax responsibility of the contribution into the Smart Contract System to
create and obtain PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, and to determine whether the ownership, usage, the potential value
appreciation or depreciation, or any gain or loss by the purchase or sale of the PowerBrain.Shop®’s token, have tax
implications for the buyer. The buyer and PowerBrain.Shop® carry their own tax obligations solely under the applicable
laws of the jurisdiction they reside in.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
TAX IMPLICATIONS
The buyer understands and accepts that the proceeds from the token sale are revenue for PowerBrain.Shop® and do not
imply any fiduciary obligation.
If Value Added Tax (VAT) obligations or other indirect taxes will apply as a result of trade of products /services provided
by PowerBrain.Shop® or by third parties, the company reserves the right to adjust the product / service price by adding
a VAT/ indirect tax as applicable for each respective country which are sold from the time the VAT / indirect tax
obligations comes into place. The company will spend time and qualified resources to structure the PowerBrain.Shop®
platform optimally within legal frames to ensure transactions flow as efficient as possible.
The buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop® may have to disclose information on the buyer, including
but not limited to the value of any PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens held, if explicitly requested by any government
authorities in accordance with any applicable jurisdiction.

By creating, holding or using the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, and to the extent permitted by law, the buyer agrees
not to hold PowerBrain.Shop® or any associated third party , including developers, auditors, contractors or shareholders,
liable for any tax liability associated with or arising from the creation, ownership or use of PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility
tokens or any other action or transaction related to the PowerBrain.Shop® platform.
USE AT YOUR OWN RISK
By utilising the Crowdsale Smart Contract System for
PowerBrain.Shop®’s website, including but not limited to
company, the buyer and user undertakes and understands
activity connected with the participation in the Crowdsale
offerings.

PowerBrain.Shop®, the PowerBrain.Shop® offerings or
the transferring of any assets to the PowerBrain.Shop®
all possible risks that directly or indirectly arise from the
and/or use of PowerBrain.Shop®’s services and product
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
GENERAL WARNING
By using the services provided by PowerBrain.Shop®, you as either a Crowdsale participant or User of
PowerBrain.Shop® ’s products or services (the “User”), fully understand and agree with the following:
PowerBrain.Shop® is going to be a Republic of Seychelles incorporated entity and subject to Republic of
Seychelles laws and regulations. The ITO / ICO is being performed from Republic of Seychelles under Republic
of Seychelles rules and PowerBrain.Shop® does not intend or issue any tokens in any other jurisdiction. The
buyer understands and accepts to be subject to the laws and regulations in the jurisdiction in which the buyer is
domiciled and that PowerBrain.Shop® accepts no responsibilities for the legal status of the buyer as a
Crowdsale participant or otherwise being linked to PowerBrain.Shop® (e.g. as utility token holder after the ITO
/ ICO). The buyer should obtain local legal advice to clarify the legal status of the buyer in its own jurisdiction
before participating in the Crowdsale.

By transferring Ether (ETH) to the Smart Contract System and the Smart Contract System creating
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens (the “PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens”), the buyer understands and accepts that
the buyer makes a contribution into a Smart Contract System for the development of the PowerBrain.Shop®
offering and company project, as described in its Whitepaper.
The buyer understands and acknowledges that PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens will be provided by the Presale
and/or ITO / ICO smart contract in the order that transactions are received by it and no alteration of this can be
made by any party.
The buyer understands and accepts that Smart Contract technology is still in an early development stage and
its application of experimental nature, which carries very significant operational, technological, financial,
regulatory and reputational risks which the buyer is willing to take.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
GENERAL WARNING
The buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop® including its shareholders, directors, managers,
employees and any other people affiliated with PowerBrain.Shop® carry no liability for the ability to take part in
the utility token Crowdsale for reasons beyond the control of PowerBrain.Shop® including but not limited to
the Presale and/or ITO / ICO duration, transaction mining delays and node-related issues.
The buyer understands and accepts that while PowerBrain.Shop®’s team will make reasonable efforts to
develop and complete the PowerBrain.Shop® offering as described in the Whitepaper, it is possible that such
highly innovative software development may fail and that the buyer’s PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens may
become useless and/or lose its value due to reasons of technical, commercial, organisational or regulatory
nature or any other reason, within or outside PowerBrain.Shop®’s control and influence.
The buyer is also aware of the risk that even if all or parts of PowerBrain.Shop®’s software offering are
successfully developed and released in full or in parts, PowerBrain.Shop® platform could be fully or partially
closed, remain commercially unsuccessful or shut down due to lack of public interest or for any other reason
within or outside PowerBrain.Shop®’s control and influence.
PowerBrain.Shop® has the right to engage subcontractors to perform the entire or partial software and
company project development and operation of the PowerBrain.Shop® offering. The scope and extent of the
development of the PowerBrain.Shop® offering will be determined by the amount of contribution received
during the Crowdsale, as outlined in the company’s Whitepaper.
The buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop® undertakes no obligations to act on behalf and in
the interests of the buyer in any Presale and/or ITO / ICO being held in the future.
By transferring Ether (ETH) through the PowerBrain.Shop® Crowdsale address under the smart contract system
of the Ethereum blockchain protocol (the “Smart Contract System”), the buyer explicitly agrees to all of the
terms and conditions set forth in the Smart Contract System code existing on the Ethereum blockchain and in
this Disclaimer.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
GENERAL WARNING

The buyer further confirms to have carefully reviewed the Smart Contract System code, its functions and this Disclaimer, and
hereby the buyer confirms to fully understand the risks and costs of creating the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token and contributing
into a Smart Contract System for the development of the PowerBrain.Shop® platform.
The buyer understands and accepts that by transferring ETH or other assets to PowerBrain.Shop® as part of the Crowdsale
through the Smart Contract System, the buyer makes such a decision upon his/her own discretionary consideration and has no
right of refund of the transferred amount, unless explicitly provided by the Smart Contract software code itself.
The buyer therefore understands and accepts that the transfer of ETH through the Smart Contract System thereby creating
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, carries significant financial, regulatory and/or reputational risks (including the complete loss of
value of created tokens, if any, and attributed features of the PowerBrain.Shop® platform and including loss of all amounts paid).
AIPBS UTILITY TOKENS HAVE NO RIGHTS, USES OR ATTRIBUTES
PowerBrain.Shop®’s AIPBS Utility Tokens do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, value, functionalities or features, express
or implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features. The company does not guarantee
and is not representing in any way to the Buyer that the AIPBS Tokens have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or
features. The Buyer acknowledges, understands and agrees that the Buyer should not expect and there is no guarantee or
representation made by Company that the Buyer will receive any other product, service, rights, attributes, functionalities, features
or assets of any kind whatsoever, including, without limitation, any cryptographic tokens or digital assets or corporate assets or
intellectual property now or in the future whether through receipt, exchange, conversion, redemption or otherwise.
NO CLAIM, LOAN OR OWNERSHIP INTEREST. The purchase of PowerBrain.Shop®’s AIPBS Utility Tokens: (a) does not provide Buyer
with rights of any form with respect to the Company or its revenues or assets, including, but not limited to, any voting, distribution,
redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights; (b) is not a loan
to Company; and (c) does not provide Buyer with any ownership or other interest in Company.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. Company retains all right, title and interest in all of Company’s intellectual property, including, without
limitation, inventions, ideas, concepts, code, discoveries, processes, marks, methods, software, compositions, formulae, techniques,
information and data, whether or not patentable, copyrightable or protectable in trademark, and any trademarks, copyright or
patents based thereon. Buyer may not use any of Company’s intellectual property for any reason without Company’s prior written
consent.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
LIABILITY
The buyer acknowledges and agrees, to the extent permitted by any applicable law, that the buyer will not hold
PowerBrain.Shop® or any associated parties, including but not limited to any group entity, management, developers,
contractors or shareholders, liable for any and all damages or injury whatsoever caused by or related to the use of, or the
inability to use the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token, the Smart Contract System or the PowerBrain.Shop® platform,
under any cause or action whatsoever of any kind in any jurisdiction. PowerBrain.Shop® specifically - without limitations
- disclaims liability for any loss or damages, including incidental or consequential damages, and assumes no
responsibility or liability for any loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of the use, misuse or reliance of any of
the information or content in the Whitepaper or in PowerBrain.Shop®’s business plan or on the company’s website.
Under no circumstances shall PowerBrain.Shop® or any associated parties as stated above be liable to the buyer for any
special, indirect, incidental, consequential, exemplary or punitive damages (including lost or anticipated revenues or
profits and failure to realise expected savings arising from any claim relating to the services provided by
PowerBrain.Shop®) whether such claim is based on warranty, contract, tort (including negligence or strict liability) or
otherwise or likelihood of the same.
The buyer further specifically acknowledges that PowerBrain.Shop®, or any associated parties as stated above, are not
liable, and the buyer agrees to not hold them liable, for the conduct of any third parties, including other creators of the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, and that the risk of creating, holding and using PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens
rests entirely with the buyer.
NO WARRANTIES
All information provided within the Whitepaper and within PowerBrain.Shop®’s business plan is provided “AS-IS” and
with no warranties whatsoever on the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, the Smart Contract System and/or the success
of the PowerBrain.Shop® platform, including the accuracy, completeness or the use of any information provided therein,
to the extent permitted by any applicable law. This includes - but is not limited to - express or implied warranties of title,
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are made with respect to the information, or any use of the
information, on this site or platform.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
FORCE-MAJEURE
The buyer understands that PowerBrain.Shop® will not be liable to the buyer for any breach hereunder,
including for failure to deliver or delays in delivery of the services occasioned by causes beyond the control of
PowerBrain.Shop® including but not limited to unavailability of materials, strikes, labour slowdowns and
stoppages, labour shortages, lockouts, fires, floods, earthquakes, storms, droughts, adverse weather, riots,
thefts, accidents, embargoes, war (whether or not declared) or other outbreak of hostilities, civil strife, acts of
governments, acts of God, governmental acts or regulations, orders or injunctions, or other reasons, whether
similar or dissimilar to the foregoing (each a “Force Majeure Event”).
MISCELLANEOUS / FINAL WARNING

Presale and/or ITO/ICO participations and Crowdsale can be considered high-risk trading; utilising
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens via the Crowdsale or utilising services outlined in the Whitepaper, through
the Smart Contract System, the PowerBrain.Shop® offerings and on PowerBrain.Shop®’s website, may result in
significant losses or even in a total loss of all value submitted and obtained.
LEGAL CAPABILITY
The buyer guarantees that he/she is a legally capable person of a sufficient age, and that the buyer complies
with all legal rules and applicable laws of the jurisdiction where the buyer lives when transferring Ether (ETH) to
the Smart Contract System to create PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens. The buyer further confirms to be legally
permitted to hold and use the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens in the jurisdiction where the buyer is
domiciled, and accepts to hold PowerBrain.Shop® harmless should the buyer not be compliant to any such
laws and regulations.
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UTILITY TOKEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT
UTILITY TOKEN, TECHNICAL RISK, BLOCKCHAIN
This Disclaimer, the PowerBrain.Shop® Whitepaper, the PowerBrain.Shop® website and offerings or any related
documents or site do not constitute a prospectus of any sort, is not a solicitation for investment and does not
pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are only functional utility tokens and its ownership carries no other rights
other than being intended to be applied on PowerBrain.Shop®’s platform and offerings, if successfully
completed and deployed as stipulated in the company project’s Whitepaper. In particular, the buyer
understands and accepts that the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens do not represent or constitute any
ownership right or stake, share or security or equivalent rights or any right to receive future revenues, IP rights
or any other form of participation in or relating to the PowerBrain.Shop® offerings and company project, other
than enabling access for utility token holders and buyers / users to PowerBrain.Shop®’s offerings.

PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens and PowerBrain.Shop®’s offerings are not for speculative investment. No
promises regarding value or future performance are made regarding PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens. No
promises regarding any particular value of PowerBrain.Shop® tokens are made. No other rights associated with
holding PowerBrain.Shop® tokens are given. Proceeds of the PowerBrain.Shop® token Crowdsale may be
spent as the company sees appropriate, which may change as deemed necessary in the maturation and
advancement of the PowerBrain.Shop® token and PowerBrain.Shop®’s offerings.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s team is investing heavily in the safety and security of the services that PowerBrain.Shop®
is going to provide. However, the company cannot protect against all possible sources of error and malicious
deeds initiated by any party or supplier. Therefore, all risks assumed by using PowerBrain.Shop® ’s platform
offerings in any capacity, transferring, receiving and accumulating PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are solely
assumed and accepted by the buyer.
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UTILITY TOKEN, TECHNICAL RISK, BLOCKCHAIN
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are meant to be held and used by those well experienced and
knowledgeable in cryptographic utility tokens and crypto currencies, their acquisition, transfer and use only for
accessing the services offered on PowerBrain.Shop®. By transferring ETH through the Smart Contract System
for the creation of the PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens, the buyer represents and warrants that it has deep
understanding of the functionality, usage, storage and transmission mechanism associated with cryptographic
tokens and blockchain-based software systems.
The buyer further represents and warrants to have knowledge of the utility token creation process and that the
buyer will have its own account on the Ethereum network, with a private key associated to this address and
password. The password is used to encrypt the buyer's / user’s private key. Some time after the creation of the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token by the Smart Contract System and purchasing it by the buyer/user, the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token will be transferred to the buyer's address by the Smart Contract System. The
buyer understands that he/she must keep his/her password and private key safe and that the buyer will not be
able to generate a new password or recover his/her private key should this private key and/or password be lost
or stolen. The buyer understands that if such private keys and/or password is lost, the PowerBrain.Shop®’s
utility tokens associated with the buyer's account will be unrecoverable and will be permanently lost. In such a
case, PowerBrain.Shop® or any other no person or entity will NOT be able to help the buyer/user retrieve or
reconstruct the lost password and/or private keys, and the buyer/user will not be able to access any lost
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens.
The buyer understands and accepts that the PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens will be run on a blockchain
through a network of miners which will ultimately be in control of the Smart Contract System. The buyer
understands that a majority of these miners could agree at any point to make changes to the official Smart
Contract System and to run a new version of the Smart Contract System, which could lead to the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token losing its market value.
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UTILITY TOKEN, TECHNICAL RISK, BLOCKCHAIN
By transferring Ethereum (ETH) to the Smart Contract System and /or receiving PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens,
no form of partnership, joint venture or any similar relationship between the buyers and/or other individuals or
entities involved with the deployment of the Smart Contract System and the setting up of the PowerBrain.Shop®
company project is created.

The buyer understands and accepts that no market liquidity may be guaranteed with regard to the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token and that its value may experience extreme volatility over time, including token
value depreciation in full.
Should the buyer be a consumer and should any applicable consumer legislation or cancellation rights apply to
such buyer in relation to the creation and obtainment of the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token, the buyer waives any
such consumer and cancellation rights, unless otherwise prescribed by mandatory law. The buyer further
acknowledges and accepts that any applicable cancellation rights are waived and lost when the buyer transfer
Ethereum (ETH) through the Smart Contract System and thereby creates and obtains PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility
token(s), unless otherwise prescribed by mandatory law.
The buyer understands and accepts that the blockchain technology allows new forms of interaction and that it is
possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new regulations addressing,
blockchain technology based applications, which may be contrary to the current setup of the Smart Contract
System and which may, inter alia, result in substantial modifications of the Smart Contract System and/or the
PowerBrain.Shop® offerings, including its termination and the loss of PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token for the
buyer.
Nothing in this whitepaper, on the company website or in the Terms of Sale will be deemed to constitute a
prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation
of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. If you decide to purchase PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens,
please note that your purchase does not involve the exchange of crypto currencies for any form of securities,
investment units and/or form of ordinary or other shares in PowerBrain.Shop® or any other company.
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UTILITY TOKEN, TECHNICAL RISK, BLOCKCHAIN
Furthermore, you as an PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token holder do not receive any form of dividend or other revenue
right that is guaranteed or participate in profit sharing scheme nor receive any right of ownership in PowerBrain.Shop®
or any right to participate in the management of PowerBrain.Shop®. It is for these reasons that we believe that
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are not securities and may be purchased by anyone. If you determine that
PowerBrain.Shop®’s tokens may constitute securities subject to regulation in any country, we strongly advise you NOT to
acquire them and suggest you immediately notify the company of the possible risks. This document is not composed in
accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction that are designed to protect investors.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper.
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction.
The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements or rules have been complied with. No financial information contained in this whitepaper has been audited.
PowerBrain.Shop®, its founders, team members and any third parties involved in the PowerBrain.Shop® company
project do not warrant or assume any legal liability arising out of or related to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of
any material contained in this Whitepaper or any accompanied material or statements. To the maximum extent permitted
by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, PowerBrain.Shop®, its founders, team members and any third party
involved in the PowerBrain.Shop® company project will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or
other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and
loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part
thereof, or any accompanied material, statements or information provided on the PowerBrain.Shop® website by you.
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JURISDICTION, TECHNICAL RISK
The law in certain jurisdictions may restrict or limit the sale and purchase of PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens. These
jurisdictions include but are not limited to the United States of America (USA, including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands or any other US territories). The PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well
as cannot be resold or otherwise alienated by their holders to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual
residence, location or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory listed above or where transactions with digital
tokens are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations. If such restricted natural or legal
persons purchase PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, such restricted person has done so on an unlawful, unauthorized
and fraudulent basis and in this regard, may bear negative consequences depending on regional law and regulation.
Natural and legal persons that participate in this Crowdsale by providing false information about their citizenship,
residency place and nationality, will breach this Utility Token Purchase Agreement and would entitle PowerBrain.Shop®
to request such persons to compensate any damages and/or losses suffered due to this violation.

The buyer agrees that he/she purchases, receives and holds the PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens at his/her own risk and
that PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens are provided on an ‘as is’ basis without warranties of any kind, either express or
implied.
The buyer bears the sole responsibility for determining or assessing the tax implications of his/her participation in the
crowdsale, purchasing, or receiving and holding PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens in all respects and in any relevant
jurisdiction. The buyer ensures and guarantees that the contributed funds do not derive from any illegal activity and
allow the company appropriate Anti-Money Laundering (AML) checks if needed. The buyer understands and accepts that
the company may at any time and without any explanation reject any contribution on the basis of simple suspicion that
the funds derive from illegal acts or that AML regulation was not honoured.
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PLACE OF JURISDICTION, GOVERNING LAW
This Disclaimer is governed in all respects, including as to validity, interpretation and effect, by the laws of the Republic of
Seychelles law without giving effect to its principles or rules of conflict of laws, to the extent such principles or rules are
not mandatorily applicable by statute and would permit or require the application of the laws of another jurisdiction and
any claims brought forward against PowerBrain.Shop® arising out of or in connection with the creation of
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens and the development and execution of the PowerBrain.Shop®’s offerings, shall be
resolved and finally settled by the ordinary courts of the Republic of Seychelles. PowerBrain.Shop® and its team will in
any case abide within the laws set forth in each of its operational countries, and each operational business unit shall be
subject to its local laws and jurisdiction for the explicit operation such unit provides.
Assignment
Buyer shall not assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of PowerBrain.Shop®. Any assignment or
transfer in violation of this Section will be void. Company may assign this Agreement to an affiliate. Subject to the
foregoing, this Agreement, and the rights and obligations of the Parties hereunder, will be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of their respective successors, assigns, heirs, executors, administrators and legal representatives.

Entire Agreement
This Agreement, including the exhibits attached hereto and the materials incorporated herein by reference, constitutes
the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements and
understandings, both written and oral, between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, including, without
limitation, any public or other statements or presentations made by any PowerBrain.Shop® Party about the AIPBS Utility
Tokens, the PowerBrain.Shop® Software and/or Platform, Blockchain Tokens or any other tokens.

Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, inoperative or
unenforceable for any reason, the provision shall be modified to make it valid and, to the extent possible, effectuate the
original intent of the Parties as closely as possible in an acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated
hereby be consummated as originally contemplated to the fullest extent possible.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Informal Dispute Resolution. Buyer and Company shall cooperate in good faith to resolve any dispute, controversy or
claim arising out of, relating to or in connection with this Agreement, including with respect to the formation,
applicability, breach, termination, validity or enforceability thereof (a “Dispute”). If the Parties are unable to resolve a
Dispute within ninety (90) days of notice of such Dispute being received by all Parties, such Dispute shall be finally settled
by Binding Arbitration as defined below.
Binding Arbitration.
Any Dispute not resolved within 90 days as set forth above shall be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration under
the International Court of Arbitration® - ICC International Court of Arbitration Switzerland rules in effect at the time of
the arbitration, except as they may be modified herein or by mutual agreement of the Parties. The number of arbitrators
shall be one who shall be selected by Company. The seat, or legal place, of arbitration shall be Zurich, Switzerland. The
language to be used in the arbitral proceedings shall be English or German. The governing law of the Agreement shall be
as set in this agreement. The arbitration award shall be final and binding on the Parties (“Binding Arbitration”). The
Parties undertake to carry out any award without delay and waive their right to any form of recourse insofar as such
waiver can validly be made. Judgment upon the award may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof or having
jurisdiction over the relevant Party or its assets. Company and Buyer will each pay their respective attorneys’ fees and
expenses. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Company reserves the right, in its sole and exclusive discretion, to assume
responsibility for any or all of the costs of the arbitration.
No Class Arbitrations, Class Actions or Representative Actions.
Any dispute arising out of or related to this Agreement is personal to Buyer and Company and will not be brought as a
class arbitration, class action or any other type of representative proceeding. There will be no class arbitration or
arbitration in which an individual attempts to resolve a dispute as a representative of another individual or group of
individuals. Further, a dispute cannot be brought as a class or other type of representative action, whether within or
outside of arbitration, or on behalf of any other individual or group of individuals.
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INHERENT RISKS
This whitepaper and disclaimer is not a prospectus within the meaning of articles 1156 and 652a of the Swiss Code of
Obligations or a prospectus under any other applicable laws. Before the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token is being issued,
potential investors should carefully assess the final structure of the PowerBrain.Shop® company project as it would be
set out in the final prospectus published by a company. Such a prospectus would also set out risk factors which should
be considered by investors before making an investment decision for PowerBrain.Shop®.
Furthermore, each buyer and participant (the “Party”) understands the inherent risks associated with the Blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies in general and the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token in particular, including, but not
limited to, those listed hereinafter:
§ Risks associated with (intellectual) property rights: the buyer understands and accepts that, due to the software
development focus and to the immaterial character of the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens, there is no title of
ownership in and to the PowerBrain.Shop® company.
§ Regulatory risks: the buyer understands and accepts that it is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing
regulations on, or introduce new regulations addressing, Blockchain technology based applications, which may be
contrary to the current setup of the Smart Contract or the PowerBrain.Shop® company project and which may, inter alia,
result in substantial modifications of the Smart Contract and/or the PowerBrain.Shop® company project, including its
termination and the loss of PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens for the buyer.
§ Risks associated with abandonment / lack of success: the buyer understands and accepts that the creation of the
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens and the development of the PowerBrain.Shop® company project may be abandoned
for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or
prospects (e.g. caused by competing projects) and legal, tax or regulatory considerations. The buyer therefore
understands that there is no assurance that, even if the PowerBrain.Shop® company project is partially or fully
developed and launched, the buyer will receive any benefits through the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility token held by
him/her.
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§ Risks associated with a lack of consensus: the Party understands and accepts that the network of miners will be
ultimately in control of the Smart Contract and that there is no warranty or assurance that the network of miners will
allocate the utility tokens to the buyers as proposed by any terms. The buyer further understands that a majority of the
miners could agree at any point to make changes to the Smart Contract and to run the new version of the Smart
Contract. Such a scenario could lead to PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens losing their market value completely.
§ Risks associated with depreciation: the buyer understands and accepts that with regard to PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility
token no market liquidity may be guaranteed and that the value of PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens over time may
experience extreme volatility or depreciate in full (including to zero) resulting in loss that will be borne exclusively by the
buyer.
§ Risks associated with a loss of private key: the buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens
can only be accessed by using an Ethereum wallet with a combination of the buyer’s account information (address) and
private key or password. The buyer understands and accepts that if his/her private key or password gets lost or stolen,
the PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens associated with the buyer's account (address) will be unrecoverable and will be
permanently lost.
§ Risks associated with your wallet: the buyer understands and accepts that PowerBrain.Shop® or any of their affiliates,
executives, mangers, employees, partners or advisors is in no way responsible of the wallet on which the
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens are transferred. The buyer understands and agrees that he/she is solely responsible for
the access and security of his/her wallet, for any security breach of your wallet and/ with any loss of PowerBrain.Shop®’s
utility tokens resulting from your wallet service provider, including any termination of the service by the wallet provider
and/or bankruptcy of the wallet provider. The buyer understands and accepts that the wallet or wallet service provider
used for the participation in the PowerBrain.Shop®’s crowdsale has to be technically compatible with the
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens. The failure to assure this may have the result that Party will not gain access to his/her
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens.
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§ Risks associated with theft/hacks: the buyer understands and accepts that the Smart Contract, the company website,
the underlying software application and software platform (i.e. the Ethereum Blockchain) may be exposed to attacks by
hackers or other individuals that could result in theft or loss of PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens, other (financial) support
of the PowerBrain.Shop® company project, or Ether (ETH), impacting the ability to develop the PowerBrain.Shop®
company project.
§ Risks associated with Ethereum mining attacks: the buyer understands and accepts that, as with other crypto
currencies, the Blockchain used for the Smart Contract is susceptible to mining attacks, including but not limited to
double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks, and race condition attacks. Any successful
attacks present a risk to the Smart Contract, expected proper execution and sequencing of transactions, and expected
proper execution and sequencing of contract computations.
COMPLIANCE
By participating in the Crowdsale by either the Presale and/or ITO / ICO phase, the buyer confirms that he/she has read,
understood and agree to comply with all restrictions set forth above. The buyer further confirms to not obtain the
PowerBrain.Shop® utility tokens for any illegal purposes and that the Ethereum (ETH) transferred through the Smart
Contract System has not been obtained by any illegal means, including but not limited through money laundering or
corruption of any sort or any other illegal means in the jurisdiction in which the buyer resides.
The buyer acknowledges and agrees that if any part of this Disclaimer or the Whitepaper is found illegal or
unenforceable, in whole or in part, such provision shall be ineffective solely to the extent of the invalidity or
unenforceability under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction without affecting the validity or enforceability thereof in any
other manner, and without affecting the remaining provisions of this Disclaimer or the Whitepaper, which shall continue
to be in full force and effect.
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TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT; SURVIVAL
This Agreement will terminate upon the completion of all sales in the AIPBS Utility Token Sale. Company reserves the right to
terminate this Agreement, in its sole discretion, in the event that Buyer breaches this Agreement. Upon termination of this
Agreement: (a) all of Buyer’s rights under this Agreement immediately terminate; (b) Buyer is not entitled to a refund of any
amount paid; all articles will continue to apply in accordance with their terms.
NO WAIVERS
The failure by Company to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this Agreement will not constitute a present or future
waiver of such right or provision nor limit Company’s right to enforce such right or provision at a later time. All waivers by
Company must be unequivocal and in writing to be effective.
NO PARTNERSHIP; NO AGENCY; NO THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES.

Nothing in this Agreement and no action taken by the Parties shall constitute, or be deemed to constitute, a partnership,
association, joint venture or other co-operative entity between the Parties. Nothing in this Agreement and no action taken by the
Parties pursuant to this Agreement shall constitute, or be deemed to constitute, either Party the agent of the other Party for any
purpose. No Party has, pursuant to this Agreement, any authority or power to bind or to contract in the name of the other Party.
This Agreement does not create any third party beneficiary rights in any person.
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

Buyer agrees and acknowledges that all agreements, notices, disclosures and other communications that Company provides Buyer
pursuant to this Agreement or in connection with or related to Buyer’s purchase of PowerBrain.Shop®’s AIPBS Utility Tokens,
including this Agreement, may be provided by Company, in its sole discretion, to Buyer, in electronic form.
PRELIMINARY NATURE, CHANGES
This Whitepaper including the Utility Token Purchase Agreement may be updated or altered with the latest version of the
Whitepaper prevailing over previous versions. PowerBrain.Shop® or its management team are not obligated to give the buyer any
notice of the fact or content of any changes. The latest version of the whitepaper including the Utility Token Purchase Agreement in
English is available at the company project’s website.
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PRELIMINARY NATURE, CHANGES
Company may modify this Whitepaper including the Utility Token Purchase Agreement at any time by posting a revised
version on the Website, available at https://PowerBrain.Shop. The modified terms of this Agreement will become
effective upon posting. It is Buyer’s responsibility to check the Website regularly for modifications to this Agreement.
This Agreement was last modified on the date listed at the beginning of this Agreement.

There is no obligation to update, supplement or correct this whitepaper and Utility Token Purchase Agreement or
accompanying materials in any respect, or otherwise to provide the buyer with access to any additional information.
The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into languages other than English or used in the
course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective token purchasers, customers, partners, etc.
In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English
language whitepaper, the provisions of this English language original document will prevail.
This paper is a draft and the information set out herein is of a preliminary nature. Consequently, the company does not
assume any responsibility that the information set out herein is final or correct and disclaims, to the fullest extent
permitted by applicable law, any and all liability whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise in respect of this paper.
Neither this paper nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of or be relied on in connection with or act as an
inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever. Potential investors should note that the final
structuring of the PowerBrain.Shop® company is subject to ongoing legal, regulatory and tax considerations and is,
therefore, subject to material changes. The PowerBrain.Shop® company reserves the right to not issue the
PowerBrain.Shop®’s utility tokens or change the structure of the PowerBrain.Shop® company and offering for any
reason at its sole discretion at any time.
PowerBrain.Shop®’s Whitepaper, the company's business plans, website, social media channels and their contents as well
as this disclaimer, may be subject to changes by PowerBrain.Shop®’s discretion, either before, during or after the
Crowdsale.
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